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THE PROBLEM OP SYMBOLISM • 
™  THB MGIEHT MABIMER;
- A HEFIEW AND ANALYSIS .
V' - : - by - ::

Garl Po Keppler

Chapter I ■ •'
3EFRODUCTOBI? THE SITUATION AND THE PROPOSAL

Che of the major paradoxes that have marked the history ©f The
- ; 1 . - • : ' A ' . ' • -Ancient Mariner is that although., despite its initial, poor reception,

it has become one of the perhaps half-dozen most familiar and popular
poems in our language, and has become also one of the most widely dis- 

: : 2 ' ' cussed in critical quarters, the two facts result from diametrically
opposite causes® por while its popularity with the general reading pub
lic is based to a large extent on its simplicity —  its excitement as 
adventure-horror yar% its, bareness. and rapidity —  its interest as a 
subject of critical debate, on the other hand, rests on its complexity, 
on increasing disagreement as to what^ under the surface of this narra- • 
tive, it either was intended to mean by its creator or means without hav
ing been so intended0

The quantity of such critical debate is enormous» The bulk of it,

lo In the interest of space we shall use this shortened form of - 
the full titles The Rime of the Ancient Mariner0

• 2, To avoid unnecessary complications, the distinction sometimes 
drawn between “critical" and “scholarly" will be disregarded in this 
study« The words "critic," "critical," and "criticism" will be used in 
their broadest sense = . ... ■ ■ ' v



■ ■■ • 2 • '
howeTers is surprisingly recent» . Critics of the nineteenth century can
not be said to have.been altogether unaware of the existence of the prob- 
’ lem| nevertheless^ whether out of lack of insight or abundance of discre
tion, no major effort was made to meet it prior to the first world war®
In contrast to this ■long period of. neglect, the investigations that have 
appeared in the last three decades have been not only strikingly numerous 
and varied, but marked increasingly with what might be. thought a quality 
of common purposiveness,-as though there•were a feeling in the critical 
air of having at last "got on the scent" of the poem8s inward significance„
J Indeed so numerous and varied are these more recent studies, and so gen
erally emphatic in their.several convictions, that despite their frequently 
very real value their total effect tends to be one of confusion rather: than . 
c lar ifieation o-

Such, then, is the situation of research on our problem; and it seems 
to this writer that nothing would be accomplished by merely adding to the 
din o' Ihat we are most in need of at the present is not merely another in
terpretation, however brilliant o Hiat we are most in need of is a sound 
interpretation, based upon certain broad' and flexible principles accepted 
generally by scholars interested in the. question<> But since no such princi
ples exist, we must go a step farther back® lhat we are most in need of 
is a sound basis of generally accepted methods of procedure upon which such 
a sound interpretation can be undertaken, and upon which a systematic in
vestigation into problems of literary symbolism in general might be begun® 

Since the purpose of this study differs somewhat from that of the 
work that has preceded it, let us define as clearly, as possible at the 
outset the position from which it will proceed, the thesis it proposes to 
establish, and the method of treatment it. plans to follow® Its position.



briefly^:is that the studies thus far made of the symbolic significance of 
The Ancient Mariner have been marred by either a superficiality of approach 
of an arbitrariness of diagnosis % those that show the benefits of research 
have confined their research to Coleridge1s personal-emotional life or to 
the philosophical and religious influences working on his thought, While 
those that have attempted to study the question of symbolism directly have 
produced on the whole interesting conjecture phrased all too often as final 
dogma. Its thesis is twofold. First, that an interpretation with any claim 
to soundness must not only not stop mth a study of the poet as an individ
ual, but also must not start with one, must concentrate on the poem and its 
symbols, dealing mth the poet, if at all, not as personal but as impersonal 
or rather supra-personal creator. Second, that such an interpretation must 
base its hypotheses not upon individual intuition or preference but upon a 
systematic preliminary study of symbolism in so far , as it applies to the 
poem in question, and a correlation of literary research mth research in 
those areas in which symbolism of an especially spontaneous and abundant 
nature is encountered, primarily mythology. and psychoanalysis, Its method 
of treatment will consist , in a' broad survey of all available writings on 
our problem since The Ancient Mariner first appeared, with particular at
tention to the fertile period of the last thirty years, in an effort not 
only to appraise and classify this work but also to trace its main currents 
of direction, and on the basis of this study to seek out the direction which, 
in the .opinion of the writer, seems indicated for future investigations»■ 

Although in the course of this paper a brief interpretation will be 
advanced, it will be offered as an illustration of method rather than as a 
full-scale definitive analysiso liaat is proposed is not, primarily, a



study of the symbolism of The Ancient Mariaer-<, but a study of studies' to 
date$ in the hope thats hawing paused, to take soundings/ we shall be able 
to chart some sort of rough course that future studies may follows and in 
following further define«,



Chapter II 
THE HATIJHE OF SIHBOLISM

It vd.ll be perhaps ■ wily before we begin our inquiryg to mder=
. 1 _ "if ■ •

stand just what It is we are inquiring int©0 A great deal of. waste 
effort would hare been avoided had all writers on the problem followed 
the example of one of the ablest in maMng a clear differentiations at 
least in their own. minds5 between allegory and symbolism̂  of moral and 
symbolisms or metaphysics and symbolism̂  Symbolism is not a sugar-• 
coated method of preaching a doctrine or expounding a philosophy0 Of 
what it is Coleridge himself has given us one of the best descriptions 
(for a "definition61 of symbolism would be a contradiction in terms) s

'■■On the other hand a symbols, ois characterised by a translu= , '
eence of the special in the individual^ or of the general in 
the specials or of the" universal in the general| above all by 
the translueenee of the eternal through and in the temporal,.
It always partakes of the reality which it renders intelligi- 

, ble° and v&ten it enunciates the wholes abides itself■as a 
living part in that unity of which it is the representativeo

A symbols in simplest terms s is something that 11 stands for11 some
thing elsss something larger' and less easily represented^ But the true 
symbol never merely equates dr translatesj, as does the allegory; it is" 
never a detachable masko It is simultaneously its particular self and

Id Bobert Penn ■ Warrens unentitled essay appended to Reynal and 
Hitchcock edition of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 9 pp0 73̂ 77»' '

20 So To Coleridges !,The.Statesman’s Manual^" The Portable Cole
ridge 0 Po 38So ' ' . ' ::.C



. .. - ■ - _ ■ . ' "• ' . . - & 
a broaders deeper self whose meaning ©an nnder no circumstances be pre-' 
cisely defined® fMs , is not . to say the symbol has no translatable mean
ing s but rather that it has no one translatable meaning^ and none with 
whieh the process of translation can stops translatable meaningss in 
symbolism^ are merely guideposts along the way ins bnbetretene® If s for . 
instance^ one says that the snake symbolises' the male genital organ5 one 
is misusing the terms one is dealing with allegoryj, flat and tiro-dimen
sional® If one is to consider the snake as a symbol5 one must include - 
all its various meanings in myth and legends the phallic snake of course j, 
but other snakes as weMg such as the writhing smake-locks of Medusa and 
the Erinyes^ the devouring serpent from the sea*, the green snake of fer
tility j, the protective re-creative serpent of the charmed circlê  and 
many others| by such meaningsy and by the context (both literal and emo
tional) in wMeh the symbol is Used j, one seeks to allow oneself to be led 
toward that larger entity which is never a meaning in the strict sense of 
the words but rather an area of value that makes itself known only through 
suggestions and reverberations o Hot that/ as in the case of allegory;, the 
particular is dispensable^ unreal̂  to the contrary^ its reality is j, so to 
speakg: only realised through !l 0 Q Qthe translueence of the eternal through 
and in the temporal® " The allegory may be likened to the tree behind 
which5, with more or less effort to use it for disguise, stands the ulte
rior meaning! the symbol to the tree whose living roots of meaning reach \ 
down into a primordial darkness of individual and pre-individual memory® - 

This is not t©'say5 of course 9 that the following survey, will ex
clude any work that does not concentrate on symbolism in the sense of the 
word that has Just been described o Such an exclusion would be neither ; ' 
possible nor . desirables the two approaches >= the symbolical and the



allegorical —  are often hopelessly confused within a single studyj fur
thermore the very confusion about symbolism is an important aspect of the 
work that , has attempted to investigate it«. We shall give attention to 
any work that has taken as its province the question of implicit meaning 
in The Ancient Mariner, though naturally with particular interest in those 
works that have dealt most directly with the genuine problem of symbolistic 
content. ../ " V



Chapter III
' EABEI IRZTHas GE THE PROBIEMs. THE PERIOD OF

-, . : MEGI2CT OR

As already has been indicatedit is planned to concentrate in 
our survey on the writings of the more recent period. The reason 
lies partly in the fact that this more recent work5 as we shall see> 
is more applicable to the question of future directions of studyj 
partly in the fact that it is. only within this later period that the 
problem of symbolism in .Coleridge has received any concentrated seri-
. :' -'h .' 2, : : ■ . •. ■ ' :  ̂ -
ous critical attention a In the entire hundred and twenty years fol™ .. 
lowing the poem Js first appearance one looks in vain for a single major 
effort to solve or even consider the problffla of its sub^surface meaning® 
Indeed there is little indication that such a problem was known to 
exist. If the poem puzzled and offended many of its readers it was hot 
because of their struggle with its possible symbolism, For even the 
possibility of a larger or deeper meaning behind that of the story as 
story plus the explicit moral as moral seems to hive occurred to very 
few5 and to have interested even fewer, .

One of the reasons for this dearth is not difficult to assign0
So far as Coleridge!s contemporaries are concerned, they.suffered from
the familiar* liability of closeness to their subject. He was known to

I, There is, of course9 no such exact division between the two 
periodse .

.20 To: this statement should be added the qualifications "To the 
best of the writer1 s knowledge 011 Much Coleridge criticism, especially 
of this earlier period, has not.been available for studyj nevertheless 
it is believed that the majority of writings that bear on our particular 
problem have been included®



\V- ' ' - . : ;. X : . : ■ v:. • 9
them5 but not primarily for reasons of literary appreciation0 lhat was 
known to them was Coleridge the opium addict̂  Coleridge the scapegraces 
Coleridge the monologuist^ Coleridge the shipwrecked sage of Highgate 
least Of all Coleridge the poet,- and less still the poetry itself , Cer-=-
tainly he had his admirers: • if Robinson may be believed,. Lamb considered

■■■■■■ V- ' • -■ ■ -■ : . - : 1 '..Vy . ; ,Coleridge a greater figure than Wordsworth; .Haslitt refers to him as
the only man of genius he ever knew; Poe could not speak of him without

■ 1 3 /■' ■... . ■ • ;reverenceo But in the main the contemporary estimate of Coleridge as a
poet was more accurately reflected by Byron’s well-known attack in "Eng-
: ; ''..y.' ' - : • '4' . ■ ■lish Bards and. Scotch Reviewers^11 or by commentary unkinder stills
. low were this unpopularity based on Coleridge’s personal deficien
cies of on his metaphysical obscurity, it could be relatively easily un™ 
derstoodo What points, up the blindness of contemporary opinion is the. 
prevailing reception of indifference or hostility accorded the poetry: 
perhaps most of all the three works that: have come to be thought of. as

; ■ ■ ' , • :: 5 . " .among the very finest of English Romantic poemsc EFor was it merely the
ordinary reader and critic who failed to appreciate Coleridge’s master
pieces, and in particular, his supreme masterpiece, with which we are con
cerned in this studyo. His fellow artists were in the main nearly as ob
tuse» "If they/j/the reviewers/were shocked by The Ancient Mariner,' so ■

' lo Hb Co Robinsono Blake, Coleridge, Wordsworths Lamb, BtCo, po30o
20 William Hazlitt, Lectures on the English Poets, po- 221 e'; •
3o' Bo Ao Poe, Complete Works^ Seco 111, Part III, p0 107« .
4o Lord Byrono Complete Poetical Works, Po 245, 11=:255-264»

- 5= Walter Graham, "Contemporary Critics of Coleridge the Poet," , 
PMLAo Volo 38 (June, 1923), ppi 278-289= / ' v - V



■ . ■ ■ ■ - ' ■ i ■ ■ '; ,. were Southey and Lloyds and sos a little, was William ¥ordswrthe ” la
Wordsworth’s footnote to the second edition of Lyrical Ballads (1800),
he not only informs the public that "ooomany persons haire been much dis== v
pleased with it /The Ancient Mariner?*««" but indicates that he can’t
much blame them; in the preceding year he had written to Cottle that the
work had been only an injury to the volume» Dr0 Charles Burney, who
wrote the Monthly Review criticism of' lyrical Ballads, approaches the
matter with healthy jkiglo-Sazoh skepticism: the poem is “Voothe strangest
story of a cock and bullo«,.” ever put into verse, and one cannot believe
: • ' •  ̂3 ■; . - . .■ -■ , ,a word of it0 Even #ien it received praise, this praise, for the most
part, was so uncomprehending as to amount almost to condemnation. Lamb,
though showing far more perception than Wordsworth, and admitting that
the tale "a,,dragged me along like Tom Piper’s magic whistle®,o,1’ begins
with the statement: "X dislike all the miraculous part of it,11 —  which
puts him a little in the class of the Hamlet spectator who enjoyed every™
thing about the play except for;the insufferable character in black®
Hazlitt, granting the poem to be Coleridge’s supreme achievement, adds
nothing more illuminating than this: uIt is high German, however, and
in it he seems to ’conceive of poetry -but as a drunken dream, reckless,
careless, and heedless of past, present, and to come, In other words,

I® Jo D, Campbell, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, p„ 93® •
2® John Livingston Lowes, The Road to Xanadu, p® $20®
3o V, W, Kennedy, Samuel Taylor Coleridge: a Bibliography, p® 106®
4o Charles Lamb, "Letter to Wordsworth (1/30/1801),11 The. Portable 

Charles Lamb, p, 90® ------- '



■ " ■ ; . ' ' '■■ ■ : ■ : ; . 11 
still a coek and. bull tale9- t©ld however not by a eharlatan. but by an 
inebriate,, And theses Iamb and Hazlitt̂  were perhaps the two keenest 
critical minds of their day. Nor does H. "H.. Coleridge's description of
his uncle’s Old Navigator as n0.0a growtblesss decayless being5 impas-

. ; ; • : .... ; : ' ' • ' ' ■ ; ■ ’ . i:siye to. time and season..o,” add mythihg of a revelatory nature. .;
In addition to contemporary writers who failed to recognise the 

existence of the problem^ there were also those whQ flatly denied ft.
J. L. Inckhart^ in 18195 assures the public of his day that 11. ..the poe
try of Coleridge5 in order to be understood.. <,5 requires no peculiar 
habits of mind beyond those which all intelligent readers of poetry ought. 2 " ' ■ 'i i . 1 : . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -"
to have5 and must have." He is potentially right, of course,, but in view 
of the quality of critical insight at the time we are reasonably safe in 
assuming that among the peculiar habits of mind Mr. Lockhart feels are 
not required is that of seeking out anything beyond the meaning obvious 
to "all intelligent readers" s. the explicit story plus the, explicit moral. 
Thirty years later Daniel Scrymgeour sees the meaning of the poem merely 
as this moral ("He prayeth best..."), #iich (as a latter-day Mrs. Bar- 
bauld) he considers "insufficient9" and by which the poem itself is "hud
dled up/’ though whether by the moral per se or by its insufficiency he 
■ : : . . : 3 '■ . : : :v:fails to make clear. . Nor has this comfortably simpiifi®d reaction dis
appeared with time j as we shall see,, it has its adherents in our own day. 
Its peak) however^ was probably reached in 1893 by the critic John Maekin- 
non Bobertsons who ascribes Coleridge’s sudden po'etie f-efflorescence s as

1. Ho N. Coleridge, Quarterly Review, August, 1834. Quoted by 
Grahaffi) op. cit.% p. 2$%« (Original source not availabie.)

2. J. G. Lockhart) Lockhart’s literary Criticism, p. 49»
3. D. Scrymgeour, A Class-Book of English Poetry, p. 410°



well as any obscurity or disquieting subterranean echoes in the results 
not to anything perpetrated by Coleridge himself but simply to the drug 
of which he was the passive instrument» Hot Coleridge- but Opium (mak™ : 
ing convenient use of Coleridge * s hand, pen, and ink) is apparently -to ; ■ 
be thought of as the author^ "„«.the special source of his literary im
mortality'' 1 all need for interpretation is ruled out by the phrase “ab-;; 
normal braln-states": what sane man is to be expected to unravel the-.

' v . ■ •; ■■ f: : ■ ■ ; - , ' - ■ . -1results of "abnormal brain-stafes3n especially those of an opium eater?
There were^ of course^ not only more enlightened but more sympa

thetic critics during this earlier period^ Margaret Fuller, witing in 
I846, offers in fact rather more sympathy than enlightenment«' '’To those 
who cannot understand the voice of Mature or its poetry unless it speak 
in apothegms and tag each story .with a moral,n concludes Mss Fuller 
loftily, "I have nothing to say0 !l A critic who has a good deal more to,
say is Walter Pater, whose essay on Coleridge, first published in 1865, 
is one of th© most sensitive and penetrating appraisals of the great Ro
mantic yet written. In Coleridge8s supernaturalism. Pater points out, 
the spectral object becomes irresistibly credible and terrifying, pre
cisely because of the sense given of its essential subjectivity's it is ■ 
just the partial sense of their "unreality," as productions of the writ
er's and hence also the reader's mndy that causes Coleridge's horrors t©
be so vividly realised, that is the secret of both their faery lightness
■ . : ■ ■ 3 ' ' - . ; . . ' " ' . ■ ' ■' - .and their gripping power6 And -so Pater, brilliantly and provocatively,

I.. 'Jo-Mo' Robertson, v,lColeridge, w New TSssays. towards a Critical 
Method0 pp. 139-140. ' Quoted by Lowes, op. clt., p. 418 (Original source 
not available o) - ■

2. Margaret Fuller, The Writings of Margaret Fuller, p. 337®
3® ' Walter Pater,: "Coleridge," ippreclations. pp. 65-104°



eomes just to the threshold of the problem, of inner meaning^ indeed of 
the ■refy core' of the pr©blem0 And it is precisely theres on the. thresh
old that he stops0 Eleanor Hammond5 in a rather remarkable essay that ■
in its discussion ©f the unconscious organisation of The Ancient Mariner 
according to larger integral laws - seems to anticipates in i8985 the basic . 
concept of Gestalt psychology, shows less originality in her analysis of 
the story 8s ultimte meaning^ yhich to her is merely ‘’o 0 <> a history of the 
gradua.1 emancipation of the human soul$ through Universal loves from the 
bonds of error and' passion<,88 And ^lile Sir Leslie Stephenj, in fee fol~
lomng years interestingly speaks of The Ancient Mariner as a reflexion 
of Coleridge 8s sense of unseen animating forces under the screen of mate
rial reality,, he at once takes away with the left hand what he has given • 
with the rights for to him these forces are merely quaintly colourful and 
the poem an escapist dreams 11 Indeeds the morale, which would apparently 
be that people-who sympathise with a man who shoots an albatross will die : 
in prolonged torture of thirsty, is open to obvious objections0 n

’Studies of the question during the early years ©f our own century 
show little change from their predecessors^ in either number or approaeho - 
jpowdens in 1902y asserts that the moral of the last stanza is merely the 
professed moral| the true one. lies “oo Bin that passage tiiich tells how a 
sense of the incomparable beauty and the rapturous life of the world

: - ■ . : : : " ■ . ■■ 3 . . . ' ' : ;quickens and redeems the withered soul of the mariner d,r Che suspects 
Mrp Dbwden has come very close here to making a distinction without a. dif-’

: - V; : lo.;. Bp P® Hsmmond,, "The Artistic Design of Coleridge8 S 8Ancient Mar- ' 
iner,811 Poet-Lorep ¥blo X-(1898), pp0 425-429=- .1

lo - Leslie Stephen^ KGoleridge9» , Hours in a Library, ?olc 1I1S ppo 
'339“36$o ' V.; .  . ,  . a ' . -  ,  . A ,

' 3o Edward DowdenV ■“Coleridge as a Poet5!8 Hew Studies in literature^ • 
ppo 323-354o / ; . ' ■ A-:;;, - ; ■



, ■ ■ - - ’ . - . , 14X:;V -
fereKtces for the one passage ■ is after 3-13. merely a generalisation, based :: 
on the experience recounted in the other. A far more inquiring and per
ceptive study is to be found in Eichafd Garnett1s little biographical” 
critical sketch that appeared in 1904« . The Ancient Mariner, says Mr, ., ' ̂ 
Garnettj represents the Romantic Revival, first in its extension of sym
pathy from rational philanthropy to a sense of oneness •with all creatures 
as. emanations of the divine spirit, second in its "re-awakening to the per
ception. o 0plures esse Maturas invisibiles quam visibiles in rerum uni- 
versitate,11 The poem, then, is essentially and profoundly mystical. The 
f igure of the Mariner is seen as not merely a mediaeval sailor but at 
least in overtone value a blend of age-old legendary types: the Old Man ■
of the Sea. the Wandering Jew, the Flying Dutchman* But Mr. Garnett would
agree with Leslie Stephen in his objection to the "...violation of poetic

■ ' " " ' ■ : " ■■ ■ .. 3 .justice in the penalties meted out to the mariner, and his shipmates..11
The conclusion is disappointing, though not.so disappointing as

Gilbert Cosulich1s "analysis,M presented in 1913, actually no more than a
' ■ 2 ' . ; " . ' : : 

summary of Coleridge's own gloss. And yet Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch1 s
delightful essay (published ip 1918 though written earlier) accomplishes
no more; speaks of the poem as a "wild thing of wonder," a "captured star,"

■ ' .■ . . ■■ / 3 ' -but makes no effort to get beneath its .Surface. Mr. Vaughan's study of
Coleridge in The Cambridge History of English literature (1914) refers tp :
the problem only obliquely, and in a rather vaguely phrased objection to

if Richard Garnetts Coleridge, pp̂  82-99. y' ^ ; V
2, Gilbert Cosulich, "’The Rime of the Ancient Mariner1 1 A Seminar.

Study, " The English Journal. Vol. 2 (March, 1913), pp. 188-192.,
3» Arthur Quiller-Couch, "Coleridge." Studies in Literature, pp. 

:2 i 2 - 2 3 o . ; ;  ;y f ' t  f  y;. v y y ;.x :v  v. y y  ; ;  ' ; ;;■ f t - f .



; ; : ; '"v:: 15
that diagnosis of essential subjeetivity that in Pater had seemed to rep
resent such a potential adiranee over the earliers severely literalistic

1: • . ■ studies. .
Two or three other studies that belong by date to this earlier period 

will5 because of their wide difference from the others we have mentioned,, 
be; considered in the following chapter0 .

The first hundred and twenty years of Coleridge criticism, then,, : : 
were fertile neither quantitatixrely nor qualitatively in studies dealing- 
with the poem’s inward meaning* Even the really significant writers who 
turned their attention to Coleridge did little more than half-heartedly 
poke at the catch of the fastened lid. It is.not that they Wrote badlyj 
it is that, for critical purposes, they wrote perhaps a little too well, 
with too much attention to the writers and too little to their subject; 
the results are not genuine studies but graceful and urbane essays of per
sonal recollection, reflexion, and appreciation, in the course of which 
one sometimes suspects that the Mariner, his rescue cancelled by neglect, , 
has once more been .left ;-y \

Alone, alone, all-, a H  alone, - ■
Alone on a wide wide .seal*

In this entire period we may saf ely say that not one written com- , 
mentary has made any sustained significant effort to come to grips, under 
any name, with the problem of symbolism in The Ancient Mariner* .

' i* C* Bo Vaughan, "Coleridge,18 The Cambridge History of English 
literature, Vol, ZI, pp, 138-139« -

20 . So To Coleridge, l,The Bime of the Ancient Mariner I" The Port
able Coleridge, p* 90, ll, 232-3o ' . : .



' :  ̂'Chapter If: ' '  ̂ : : :
' BECMf IBIf EiGS ®  THE PRCBIZM; THE PERIOD OF ,

mOSEASmG INTSBEST AND IMSIGBT: {1919-1950) - ■ : :

3h contrast to the domparative dearth of the earlier period» the 
last thirty years of Coleridge study, in general and of the study of our 
problem' in' particular have been strikingly and increasingly productive^ 
Quantitatively productivei, for one thing| but What is far more important/ . 
and gratifying^ is the mde qualitative dif£erenee0 These later studieŝ  . 
on the wholes share a tendency which their antecedents as uniformly lacks 
that of meeting the problem^ or a particular aspect of .the problem? both 
directly and seriouslyf of giving it careful and sustained attention̂  and 
of following: this attention through to a definite conclusion^ however ill- 
founded the latter may sometimes seenh • ■

For this quality of purposeful approach., indeed for the vastly ac
celerated impetus of the whole period so far as the investigation of Cole
ridge symbolism is concerneds two primary reasons can be assigned mth a ' 
fair degree of confidence^ It is only since the first world war (especially 
. in the United Statess which has produced the bulk of the work of this later 
period) that two new sciencesy or at least general provinces of knowledge 
and inquiry^ already in their infancy in the early years of the centurŷ , ■ 
have pushed rapidly into the foreground of modem thoughts influencing 
many not even directly familiar with them. The one is psychoanalysis 5 
which might be described as that branch of medical psychology that con
cerns itself with the treatment Of psychogenic disorders through the in
vestigation of infra-conscious mental conditions. The other is literary
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scholarships the attempt5 in meeting literary problems- to substitute ' ‘
for the critical tradition of self-egression and arbitrary criteria ' .
the detached and painstaking approach of the research scientist, with '
emphasis on factual accuracy and exhaustive study of sonrce material.

Other factors too have been - operative in bringing about the change 
referred to above» But almost certainly these tvro —  psychoanalysis and 
literary scholarship —  have had the most Aarked and important effects , 
on the studies we are about to review. For.this reason, while themselves 
not suitable for the purpose of classification and while not mutually ex
clusive, they nevertheless point the way to the division which for the 
present, will be perhaps the most useful to us. For in the main the stud- . 
ies of fhe Ancient Mariner that have appeared during the last thirty
years have followed one.or the other of two general (and sometimes slightly
overlapping) directions; (a) that of an increased absorption in Coleridge1 s 
personal affairs, defects, virtues, needs, desires, repressions, fears; 
and (b) that of increasingly detailed investigation of Coleridgess intel
lectual and spiritual life -- his own ideas and their growth and change, 
as well as the ideational influences that worked on him and an inter
pretation of the poem in terms rather of literary heritage and philosophi
cal convictions than of psychic compulsion. •

Since the period is a short and crowded one, we shall consider it ,
as a unit, and make no effort to continue the chronological order of con-

, "■ • .. ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ ■•. : ■. ■■ - . . . -  . ■ - ■ ■ . , • .. ■ ■

sideration followed in the preceding chapter; which' would deprive us Of •. tt'.- 
the flexibility necessary to the logical juxtaposition of ideas.

(a) fhe Personal-Biographical Studies .
. The applicability of the psychoanalytic approach to literary inter-.



pretatioa is a matter still not agreed upon/ Its.defects are all too 
evident; at the same time: definite beneficial aspects9 in the form of 
an increased breadth of: vieiirg a more intelligent sense of the complex 

, integration of the psycho-aesthetic' picture, are hardly to be denied. 
Certainly such naivete as. that of Robertson, the assertion that the 
poem is scarcely to be considered Coleridge8s at all, having issued in 
some parthenogenetie fashion out of• the ppium his system had absorbed, 
would today be almost.inconceivable; fhis is not to say that modern 
studies deny the effects of opium, on Coleridge8s poetic impressions —

. Eo C. Bald8s stu<̂ ? of the Coleridge notebooks other than the now famous 
"Gutch18. memorandum book used by Lowes, in addition to tracing certain 
passages of the poem to sources not hitherto identified, leaves little 
doubt that opium effects must be considered in even so early a composi- 

■ - tiorf as The Ancient Mariner but rather that in them opium has come
to be seen less as a cause than as itself a symptom (of underlying psy
chic imbalance), and less as the producer of the images than as the key 
which, unlocking inhibitory doors, permitted their egress from the sub- 
- liminal twilight. - . v . - . : ; .

But; as to the meaning'of these images, and Of their sequence in the 
poem, there is rather less agreement. To G-. W„ Knight the answer is the 
pat and narrow one of Freudian orthodoxy (though Freud himself was never 
so good a Freudian as his unprofessional disciples). The symbolism of 
the,poem, to Mr* Knight, is transparently the expression of Coleridge8s 
own sexual.pathology* The central crime, the slaying of the Albatross 
(Mature-symbol), corresponds to the thwarting of some guiding universal

1.; U. C. Bald, "Coleridge and The Ancient Mariner: Addenda to The
Road to Xanadu.,11 Nineteenth Century Studies, pp. 1-45•



, ■ ; - : : ;i9 ■
purpose^ the normal sexual instincts probably through a variety of sexual 
sadisa^ in punishment, for which Man must suffer in purgatorial heat, sur- ; 
rounded by the knowledge of evil ("oVsthe sexual as seens mentally, asv
an alien3 salty? and reptilian forceM)> to be redeemed only through healthy,
\:: -i/" ; i'-: 1 .. ... ' :reeoncilla.tioh to the. phenomenon of sexttalityti ,

,$hê  comparative rigidity of I'fro Knight's interpretation is more 7
characteristic of the nineteen Twentiesthe early years of Freudian en™
thusiasms than of the Hineteen Forties during which it appearetU Hugh
Fausset * s. biographya oh the other hand, though published in 1926 and u
strongly influenced by Freudian principles, makes use. of' these principles;
in a far broader and more resilient fashion0 He agrees that “The Mariner rs
sin against Mature .in shooting the.Albatross imaged his ^Soleridge! sj o m
morbid divorce from the. physical,, “ but interprets this divorce as a total
personality: reaction; ' the. daemon Coleridge feared was. not merely sexa or
sexual impotence^ but sn' overall temperamental impbtencej and in the be- :
calming of the doomed ship on the stagnant water he symbolised his om
creative stagnations his sense of inward death ■11 <, o <, that made so poignant
his love of■ gliding5 glitterings tensely animated and tireless things,“
The poem, in short, is seen as a profound if condensed spiritual autobiog-

,  2  ' - ■ : :  : : ^ "  ' ' ' :  - :  -. raphy, v ■ ;  ̂ : ■: . ;
,On one aspect of this autobiographic quality specific light is'of- 

fered by Go So Bouslog, who shows that the sod-seat, which appears, in the 
form of the Hermit8s moss-covered oaken .stump, is a device frequently used 
by Coleridge, consciously and unconsciously,' "e,oto symbolise great turn-

° : lo ' G-o .¥o Knight s "Coleridge8 s Divine Comedy," The Starlit Dome , ppo.
83-17^ ' V ' V' - ' V- ' ;

2o Ho lo Fausset, Samuel Taylor Coleridge9 ppo l6Q-l69o
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ings in his life and great,, steady longings»11 But to Kenneth Burke what 
is significant in the Hermit’s moss-cushion is not its sod-seat qualitys 
but the fact that the. -wood under it/ like the sea around the becalmed 
ship, is rotted, forming thus an "imagistic interrelationship" whose fur
ther significance,Mra Burke fails to develop0 Mr0 Burke8 s book is not 
specifically about The Ancient Mariners he is now engaged, he tells us, 
on a monograph dealing with “The Particular Strategy of Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge,n to which we may look forward with interest, and the hope that 
it will present a recognisable thesis with some of the logic and continu
ity of treatment so badly wanting in the present work. References to the 
poem are sprinkled through the text with a large prodigality but with■ 
neither discernible direction in the mass nor sustained development at 
any one point| they are marred, furthermore, by that familiar unfortunate 
glibness in the use of jargon-for-jargon ’s-sake which tends to supplant 
the serious consideration of problems in their own righto To a stock of 
Freudian terms Mro Burke has added many borrowed from General Semantics 
and a few.of his own Coinages thus poetry becomes "attitude dancing,11 
full of "associational and motivational clusters"| the murder of the Alba
tross through "imagistic bridging11 becomes a "synechdochic representative" 
of Coleridge1s guilt, regarding his wife Sara| while the snakes synechdoch™ 
ically represent the opium habit, for which the entire poem is a "ritual 
of redemption," utilising for this purpose as "victimised vepsel" or
"scapegoat" the "Pilots1 boy who now doth crazy go"—  and possibly can’t

; :'2 ■ . - - ,/ " : : 
be altogether blamed« " ' . ■

le Co So Bouslog, "The Symbol of the Sod-Seat in Coleridge," PMLA, 
Yolo 60 (June, 1945), PP=802-0150

2„ Kenneth Burke, The Philosophy of literary Form, p0 22 ffa
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Perhaps the most penetrating effort to trace Coleridgefs psychic: 

life in the spabolism of, fhe Ancient Mariner, however, is a recent arti
cle by George lhalley,, which ascribes to the autobiographic element in 
the poem what might almost be called a fourth=dimensional values as not 
only a dark comment on the poet9 s own past but a still darker prophecy 
of his own future., and in iifnich Coleridge8s lifelong obsession of alone- 
ness is shown to be a phenomenon far more deeply rooted than in the soil 
of opium or an unhappy, marriages that obsession that finds, oblique ex
pression in the famous "Moon gloss s fl where the, association of the mom- 
synbol ■with the thought of home and love iss as throughout Coleridge8 s 
workj, clearly evident0 The slaying of the Albatross is seen as no mere 
motive of action but a profoundly personal symbols of the poet's crime
in slayinga through his drug addiction and chronic indolence^ the eagle

• 1 ' ■' ' ' . ' 1 \ ' '   ; : ' ' . ;

of his own creative: spirit» • . ■ / , ‘ . .
Still another work which exemplifies the psychoanalytical approach 

Maud Bodkin8s Archetypal Patterns in Poetry. —  does so in,a way im
portantly different from that of the writings grouped in this categorys 
and will therefore be considered in detail at a later point»

The ideational-biographical approach., which has been on the whole 
more successful than the personal-biographical^ owes (as has been indi
cated) a considerable part of its success^ if not its very eqd.stences to 
the technique of literary scholarship0 Some of the fruits of this new 
science that bear at least indirectly on our subject had appeared even

•ls: George lhalleyj ’’The Mariner and- the Albatross j University of ■ 
Toronto Quarterly. VolQ MI, (1947)5 pp» 381-39^0 ■ ":>v



before the "era. of fruitfulness« began; thus as early as 1909 Lane ■ ; -
Cooper had made a study of the genesis of .the "forest hermit" figure
■ i t . ‘ - '■ . : 1 ■ ,, - . ;who is to be found in both Wordsworth and Coleridge; while in 1914 
Co Wo Stork considered the influence of the popular ballad form on the V 
same poets, pointing out the importance of this fora to The Ancient Mar
iner11 s story movement — » which is seen by Mr0 Stork as the poem’s true 
virtue, for it is entirely "art for art’s sake," conveying no moral or
. :. - ■ ; .  " " y ; ' - / " ■ / / v-y -y

ulterior meanings As we have noted, the literalist position by no means 
disappeared with the nineteenth centuryo

As. a; matter- of fact this•position was to receive encouragement from 
what is undoubtedly the most famous work in our second category, Lowes’s - - 
monumental investigation into the unconscious literary genesis of The 
Ancient Mariner and Kubla Khan; The Road to Xanadu, . Based on a study of 
the "Gutch" memorandum book, and a patient back-tracking through the laby
rinth of Coleridge’s reading, it seeks to analyse (by re-creating) the 
workings of the imagination itself, the intricate fashion in which "the 
falcon’s eye" of the mind seizes upon potentially poetic details, which, 
allowed to mature and coalesce in "the deep well" of the subliminal con- ■ 
sciousness, are moulded by "the' shaping spirit" into "the magical synthe- ■ 
sis" of art. Unfortunately, in neither purpose nor content, does the. work 
have much bearing on the; question of symbolic significance o' It is full of 
the most provocative and fascinating suggestions, fingers pointing inward 
toward the deeper core (thus it establishes the presence in Coleridge’s

lo Lane Cooper, "The ’Forest Hermit’ in Coleridge and Wordsworth," 
M ,  ¥ol0 24 (Febo, 1909), ppo. 33”360 . y .

2, ■■ C® Wo Storky "The Influence of- the Popular Ballad on Wordsworth 
and Coleridge," MLA, ¥ol, 29 (1914), PPo 299-326®



mind at the time of the poem’s composition of not only the figures of 
Ahasuerus and the. Flying Dutchman suggested, by Garnett but also that of 
the still older and more sinister wanderer Gain)„ But farther than 
pointing Mr® Lowes does, not venture; his interest is in the whence and 
how of the imagery and not2 as ours must be, in the why and what; and . 
he sensibly for the most part restricts' himself to the vast job he has 
undertakeno His sole departure from this rule*makes one rather regret, 
he did not adhere to it throughout $ in contrast to the patient and meti
culous attention given to the problem of origins, he brushes aside the 

. larger problem in a matter of paragraphs® His assertion that the poem' 
was written with no consciously didactic purpose would —  in these safely 
post-BarbaUldian days —  arouse few objections® But Mr® Lowes continues; 
"For the ’moral1 of the poem, outside the poem, will not hold water® It 
is valid only within, that magic circle =,,?And the function of the ethical 
background., o»is to give the illusion of inevitable sequence to that superb 
inconsequence® o ®oFop its world is, in essence, the world of a dream® Its 
inconsequence is the dream1 s irrelevance, and by a miracle of art we are 
possessed, as we read, with that, sense of an intimate logic, consecutive
and irresistible, and more real than reality, which is the dream’s supreme 
• . : . ; v ' : " ■ ■. • . : :: . -illusion®11 ' This is not only disappointing| it is not even very meaning
ful, Obviously the poem is a fantasy, and departs from normal causative 
relationship, and is not to be read literally; such is the-definition of 
fantasy. But is Mr, Lowes attempting to tell us that a story which cannot 
• be read literally ipso facto cannot possess any depth of implicit meaning? 
This is not what he says, though it is unfortunately what he has generally



been thought, to have said« The matter^ as Mr-o Lowes has left it. is 
simply not clear =, To this -writerat leasts it seems unlikely that one 
who had, so steeped himself in the workings of Coleridgee s mind# who had 
analysed with such brilliance the upper levels of Coleridge’s unconscious 
memory and spoken with such apparent understanding, of the mid-
. region of our racial as well as literary inheritance5" could have been 
enlisting himself, here among the "bogey tale" critics5 rather than merely5 
and perhaps somewhat too hurriedly^ underlining his denial of a conscious 
didacticism on Coleridge’s part0 .

Even though dealing only indirectly —  and ambiguously —  with the 
problem of the poem’s basic meaning, Mro .Lowes’s book has exerted influ
ence on most studies of the question that have followed it« Perhaps its 
soundest effect has. been the encouragement of that blend of painstaking 
scholarship with imaginative insight that has made The Eoad to Xanadu so 
fascinating a study even to non-scholarly readers6 Ifo work at all compar
able in scope, or ability has yet appeared, but in shorter supplementary 
articles Wo W= Beyer has pointed out parallels in The Ancient Mariner to 
Wieland’s Oberon, and traced the latter work through the initial, abortive
pattern of The Wanderings of Cain back to the same chaos that later fed '

; - ■ ' 2 : . . • ■ ::The Ancient Marineri while p0 F0 Seely has traced the effect of the Chevy
•' ■ ■ ' ■ - : ' . . ■' . ' " ; ■ .. - 3 ■ .Chase ballad on the archaic diction of some parts of Coleridge’s poem®

So far as works that deal specifically with the question of symbolic

10 Lowes, op. cite 0 p. 240® '
20 Wo Wo Beyer, "Coleridge, Wieland’s Oberon, and The Wanderings of 

Cain," Review of English Studies„ Volo XVI.(July, 1940), pp. 274-279o
3o; P. Fo Seely, "1 Footnote to The Road to Xanadu," MUf, Vol. 59 

(March, 1944), pp» 333-334o • .



meaning are concerned„ Mr0 Lowes1s influence has not been in all cases, a 
happy oneo The passage oh interpretation hass as might be expected,, % 
given aid and comfort to the literalist se'hoolo Elizabeth Nitchie^ ifoile 
distinguishing between "dream" and "revery" and making it clear that it 
is the former category to which the poem belongs5 concludes that it is a 
work of "pure imagination3" callihg for ho subtleties of allegorical in
terpretation; like Mra Lowes- Miss Nitehie leaves it uncertain whether 

■ ■' ' . ■■ : . ; 1 she is excluding all inner meaning or merely a conscious didacticism*
Elmer Edgar Stoll, in an article to which we shall return, deplores the 
tendency toward 1100 0inaccurate •biography and irrelevant psychoanalysis,".' ;
and asserts that the poem is „ oof the bona fide murky supernatural,"

• . ■' ■ ■ ' . . : 2 - ..with no ulterior meaning either symbolical or philosophical* Lane Cooper 
takes issue with Lowes, but only on the ground that he has not gone far 
enough in emphasising the escapist inconsequence of The Ancient Marineri 
somewhat illogically Mr* Cooper, after castigating Mr* Lowes for his fail
ure to see that the poem is not very praiseworthy after all, goes on to ■ 
castigate him further for his failure to sufficiently praise Wordsworth8 s 
part in its composition* To Irving Babbitt (whose argument we shall con
sider at length in the next chapter) also,. The Ancient Mariner belongs to 
the lower order of imaginative productions in that it deals exclusively • 
with the phenomenal world and makes only a sham effort to reach the moral *

10 Elizabeth Nitehie, "The. Moral of ‘The Ancient Mariner1 Reconsid
ered," PMUL Vol. 4S (1933), pp. 867-876.

20 Eo Eo Stoll, "Symbolism in Coleridge," PMLA, Vol. 63 (March, 
1948), pp. 214-233. . . x . ' ■  ; : / '

3. Lane Cooper, "Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Mr. Lowes," PMLA, Vol.
43 (1928), pp. 582-5920; .  ̂ ' hr ; "•. ■ ' x

4® Irving Babbitt, "Coleridge and the Modems," The Bookman, Vol.
70 (Oct., 1929), pp. 113-124. ■ : V
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Quite as definite on the same point is Lionel Stevenson >, who adduces as '• 
evidence the rather questionable causal connexion that since he adopted 
the ballad fora Coleridge was obviously, indicating to his readers that .
, he. was about to tell a. simple =, straightforward ballad story; his interest 
was not in . presenting philosophy but in depicting psychology; indeed The 
Ancient Mariner is essentially a dramatic monologue anticipating Browing8 
It might be mentioned that Hr0 Stevenson Ss conclusion regarding an inner 
meaning appears to be based on an "either-or" premiss he might find it. 
difficult to defends that psychological verisimilitude automatically
: ; '■ :v ■ i: . r - ' " '... ; . 'rules out philosophical depths And a recent study by 1= A, Bichards 
expresses this attitude in perhaps its ultimately succinct' and emphatic 
form,. "In reading them /The Ancient Mariner and Christabel/s" he tellsv , ; ' " . ' ' \ ̂ ' •: :":0. ■ V ■' . * * • . ' 1 • - - ' ^
us5 "the more comprehending parts of our minds should go to sleep,"

But it is the studies embodying the positive stand as to the poem" s 
sub-surface meaning that are the more numerous and varied5 and that show; 
unmistakable progress in the course of the period we are considering. 
Interpretation has come a long way since A, W, • Crawford! s effort, in 1919, 
to reveal "s»ethe deep mystic or symbolic meaning" of The Ancient Mariner 
by translating the Pilot and the Pilots8 boy, respectively; into the

: ' ■ V .A , : . 3 ; ; ■morally barren Church and clergy of Coleridge's day. As early as 1920
Oliver Elton was warning readers that the poem must not be read as a lit
eral document, that Coleridge was not. ",o,concerned with the prevention of

1, Lionel Stevenson, "'The Ancient Mariner8 as a Dramatic Monologue 
The Personalist. Vol. 30 (Winter, 1949); pp«34“44,

2, I, A. Bichards<j "Introduction<," The Portable Coleridge, p. 34,
3, A. W, Crawford, "On Coleridge's Ancient Mariner,” MDL Vol. 34 

(May, 1̂ 39), PP, 311-313. . ' ' i



. cruelty to albatrosses." A far more intensive and detailed';essay-.by 
So F0 Gingericĥ  published in 1924s sees the spiritual situation of the 
Mariner as a reflexion of Coleridge’s own spiritual history: like Cole
ridge prior to 1799 the Mariners passively acted upon in both crime and 

: expiationg is a Necessitarian of child-like simplicitŷ  but, also like 
COleridge« is at the same.time in process of becoming a Unitarian, promul- 
gator of the principle of universal love* Alice Snyder substantiates , 
this second point by showing that in his youth Coleridge intuitively be
held the unity of the world, that mature understanding later divided to

: . ;v 3- • . .  ̂ ■ %.his spiritual lossf idiile Newton Stallkneeht further develops much the
same themes pointing to the domination of the thinking of both Coleridge

. and .Wordsworth, at the time of the poem’s composition,, by:the theory of
imaginative love, and to the fact that the Mariner’s revitalisation is
essentially a jaystibal sense of communion which in this ease is engen-

' ■ ■ .. : : ■ . ' : ,S: I-; . 4 ; . -
dered by the presence of imagination and delight in Nature@ ” lym Harris
goes still further,: maintaining that the poem, as a whole and in each of
its parts, is the expression of a unitary moral theme based on the Words-

-■■VI/ . . . v  ; '  5 ; ; .. : ..... :worthian concept of/the ’’holy plane ” ■ ■ ; ' ; •;
Each of the last four essays mentioned, then, takes at face value the

lo Oliver Elton, A Survey of English Literature, 1780-1880  ̂?ol« II, 
p. l̂ Do . ; . • ■ , •: - . . " v

2o So Fo Gingericho. ’’Coleridge, ” Essays in the Romantic Poets0 pp0 
17—S7o - ) ' ' <..

'. Alice Snĵ der, !!Coleridge8s Cosmogony: a Note on the Poetic World
view, 11 Studies in Philology9 Vol. XXI (1924), pp0 6l6-62$o

4° No P0 Stallkneeht, "The Moral of the Ancient Mariner, ” Strange 
Seas of Thoughto ppe 1 4 1 - 1 7 1 o ,

5o Lym Harris, ’’Coleridge’s ’The Ancient Mariner9 r" Exp0 6, No0 5 
(March, 194̂ ), po 32o ' . ... .
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moral appearing at the close of the poem and accepts it/as the central 
meahing5 though translating , it into larger philosophical terms $ an ex= 
pression of.Coleridge8 s . "esemplasticM striving? chiefly in Unitarian form. 
While Dorothy . Maples ■would, agree that the moral is to be taken seriously? 
she sees The Ancient Mariner as an intentional exemplification on Cole
ridge 6s part of the system of associatipnal psychology propounded hy David 
Hartleys the story being, one not of mere adventure but centrally of the
spiritualising of a callous psyche through the Hartleyan six-stage process

1 ■ ' ' / . ' .. ; ; ' ' . ’■ ■ ; ■ ; . .... . . - , of developmento Malcolm Elmn? on the other hand? insists. that by the
time of The Ancient Mariner Coleridge had been converted from Hartley t© ' ;
Berkeley? and understanding the intensely subjective nature of cognition
had visualised in the Mariner's case the necessarily distorted facts know
to the irrational minds Still Mr0 • Elwin does not infer? with Mr. Stevenson?
that Coleridge was merely exercising his hand at psychological delineation.|
to him the poem is l,000the supreme masterpiece in successful projection of
metaphysical speculation into narrative poetry &"

In contrast to these various efforts to translate the- obvious moral
into this or that larger system of thought? Joseph Warren Beach rule's it . •
out altogether as important to the central meanings "The great thing about
the poem is not 0 0 = the somewhat ineffectual moral tago o»0The great thing is
the sentiment of peace that comes to the wandering soul with his restora-
■ ■ - ' ; . - ■ > : ' " • 3 
tion to the bosom of the fehurch and the community of the faithful,"

■ But the writings we have considered so far on the "positive" side

lo Dorothy Maples?. "David Hartley in The Ancient Mariner, " Journal 
of English and Germanic Philology, Vol. (193b)? pp. 337-3^1. ■ •

20 Malcolm Elwin? The First Bomantics. pp0 195~19Sc
3<> -Jo Mo Beach? A Romantic View of Poetry, pp. 15-22,
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have ' been, partial approaches'̂  each dealing with one particular aspect; of - •-'■ '
the problem̂  none representing an overall, full-scale study. Such a study . 
is offered by the long and remarkable essay of Robert Penn Warren, which : 
finds within the sub-surface level of the poem two further, component, . 
levels; the primary theme —  the fable of crime and punishment, with its: 
central transgression against Hature and God involving the ayrstery of the .
corruption of the human will —  j and the secondary theme, of the imagina- 
' ti on as against the "mere reflective faculty" which for 'Coleridge partook - 
of Deaths In the integration of these themes Coleridge is seen to have 
satisfied his sense of need to reconcile religion (sacramental vision) 
with poetry (imagination), through the fusion of thought and feeling, the 
poem having been written not only out of this feeling but about it„ Thus ' 
The Ancient Mariner, whether intentionally or not, becomes again exemplifi
cation of Goleridgean principles, moral, and aesthetic<,' On this, point all 
the "positiye" writings seem to agree, for Bari Leslie 'Griggs,' in objecting . 
to Mr, Warren!s use of Coleridge!s later philosophical ideas to explain so 
early a poem, is not denying the basic assumption but merely seeking to cor- : 
reet its application«, . ' . , .. • • V

The one exception to this rule is unfortunately a rather slight and ' 
indeterminate (if often deeply perceptive) essay, in which B« M, W« Tillyard 
explains , the slaying of the albatross as (a) the slaying of a "taboo" form., 
of, life,; and' (b) treachery to an accepted;guesf: both deeds, to the primi-i'd :
tive mind, of ; the most heinously criminal nature. This crime, • sealing the 
anti-social quality of the too-daring spiritual adventure represented by the

lo Warren, op, cit,, passim whole essay0
2e -B. L, Griggs, "Date. Shells and the Bye of the Critic," Virginia 

Quarterly Review, Vol, 23 (1947), pp, 297-301, : : ;
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sea voyages is punished "with ostracism and purgatorial agony0 Beneath
these layers is probablyy Mr0 fiHyard suggests, the fmdamental pattern
" ' '■ :: : ' : . ' , of rebirth seen by Maud Bodkiâ  "o e 0the process of renovation through
*" ■ ; ■ i ̂ . - " 1. ■ .destructionoThe significance of Mro fillyard's essay lies primarily 

in the natnre of its approach: alone among >the critics we have considered 
he has attempted to analyse The Ancient Mariner without reference to Cole™ 
ridge’s minds conscious or unconscious5; but by the more direct method of 
studying the poem itself 0 , To this matter we shall return at a later point 0 

Since the next chapter will consist of an appraisal mad analysis of 
these writings as a whole^ we shall defer any summary of the more recent 
period amtil-theno The effort of this chapter has been to presents as 
briefly but as accurately as possible, and in some systematic order of re=. 
latlonshlpg a survey ©f writings on the- symbolism of The Ancient Mariner
that have appeared during the last three decades 0 A certain amount of com
ment has been applied to these works, both by way of preparation for the 
general appraisal that follows and in order to clarify the ideological and
other relationships between them$ in no ease,. however, has this writer ’s

'  • ■ ■ ' " . • ' . .opinion been ascribed to any of the critics temporarily at his mercy:
every effort has been made to give a fair, if necessarily inadequate, ac
count of the original eentente

lo' Ofo Po 49* posto ■ ■
29 E0 Mo ¥o Tillyard, "Coleridge,," Five Poems0 ppe 66-86c



' Chapter V 
APPRAISAL iM) MALYSIS .

It remains now to "sift the evidence" that we have accumulated; to 
briefly assess both its shortcomings and its contributionss and to attempt 
to identify its principal lines of directions in the hope that we shall 
be led, in this process, toward certain broad conclusions regarding future 
possibilities,, .

(a) .Weaknesses . :v/ :
From time to time certain defects —= or at least what have seemed 

defects to this writer — • have been referred to in the works that have 
been reviewed® An effort will now be made to classify these defects under 
certain general heads® ..

. Firsts solution of the problem by denial of its existence which 
means denial also . of the existence of synbolic meaningo Admittedly the 
question is a subjective ones if the reader feels no symbolism present, 
he is as "right" as if he feels no poetic effectiveness! neither, for him 
in his present stage of development, is there to be felt® What is here ob
jected to is the various attempts to prove that ulterior meaning does not, 
exist, and the various species of reasoning that have been applied to the 
argument. The general position of the literalists is that it is absurd to 
seek deeper significance in a story in which crime and punishment are so 
manifestly out of proportion with each other, A "revolting" situation,
Lane Cooper brands the punishment of the crew, utterly without the logic
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or justice proper to; true tragedy| while Irviug Babbitts in lighter mood« .
sees no possible significance 110 o»except perhaps a warning to the innocent 
bystander; unless indeed one hold that it is 'fitting that5 for hs.'ving sym-1 
:pathized with the man- who shot an .albatrosŝ  8four times fifty living men* 
should perish in torments uhspeakable„11 It is a little difficult to be 
sure just what line. of thought is being pursued in these criticisms> If 
it is that we do not ordinarily impose capital punishment for complicity: 
in the act of slaying sea birds 5 or -= to broaden the application =*- that 
the events of the poem do not always conform to the pattern of causation 
with which we are familiar in everyday life, if is probable that no serious , 
opposition will be encountered^ The tale is one of the supefhaturals there 
needs ho ghost come from the graves or Mr0 Babbitts s exhumation of the tired 
joke of Leslie Stephen, to tell Us that. But the Cooper-Bahbitt school goes 
further. Being a fantasy. The Ancient Mariner fails to observe the ethical 
concepts of Our-everyday life, and therefore is without depth of meaning \ 
and true tragic force. Simultaneously, in other words, the poem, is demon- ■ 
strated to be non-realistic and is condemned for its failure. to satisfy the 
specifications of the category to which it is shorn not to belong, Mr, . 
Lowes, for all his own apparent literalism, sees this fallacy clearly, as • 

owhat happens when .one disregards the fundamental premises of a work of; 
art, and interprets it as if it .were solely a document in ethics.11 Un™ 
fortunately, however, Mr, Lowes has left a more basic fallacy uncorrected, 
if not subscribed to: the apparent assumption that because the tale is fan
tasy it is incapable of. conveying a meaning deeper than, its off=normal sur- .

1,' Cooper, 11 Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Mr,.Lowes," p, 5S3,
2, Babbitt, op. cit., p. 120 ' V;'



face chain of events. The necessary generalisation of such an assumption 
would bej, of courses that the whole range of supernatural literature, how
ever gripping or however , charming, is fundamentally a kind of nonsense 
verseo This is no twisting into absurdity. The broader statement is the , 
logical development of the narrower, and involves as its own logical devel
opment the throwing but as meaningless of the whole body of world religion 
and myth5 and the denial of most of the symbolic significance that has come 
to be attached to literatures and has found the literature of the extra- . 
natural a peculiarly favourable breeding-groundo :

No doubt Mr, Babbitt would object that he has no quarrel with super
natural literature as such, but that the ethic within the supernatural 
framework must be sufficiently sound to satisfy our basic sense of justice. 
And he would be quite right, provided he broadly and flexibly enough inter
preted both "our basic sense of justice" and the poem itself. But this he
has not. dories he has insisted on reading the crime as a strict factual - 
account of a man who shot a bird, of a particular species and size and habi
tat, and on misreading the redemption as the equally factual account of a 
■ man who was relieved of his torment by admiring the colour of water-snakes,
If the ethic of The Ancient Mariner disturbs Mr, Babbitt, one hesitates to \
think of the outrage that must have attended his discovery that the entire
human race has been condemned to exile, pain, toil, and death because of the 
ill-advised sampling of a certain piece of fruit, Is. this, one might ask 
Mr, Cooper, an example of true tragic justice? The answer of course would 
be that one cannot speak of the fruit as fruit: it has a larger and deeper
meaning, • Precisely: et sic de similibus e And is it not rather the business

la Babbitt, op, cite, p, 120, ’ '



of the critic who has undertaken to discuss the question of the poem®s sym
bolism to inquire first of all -whether or not such larger and deeper mean™ ,» 
ings lie behind and explain the apparent illogicality of the surface imageryg 
than to "prove" the emptiness of the poem by assuming to begin with the very 
essence (that such meanings do not exist) Of what ostensibly is being proven?

Seconds Argument on the basis of the author1 s "intention,," and confu
sion as to the meaning of this word o Mr0 Tillyards alone5 avoids this trap 
entirely0 Mr0 Warrens while not altogether avoiding xig. does at least in 
theory take a clear and definite stand on the questions a poem is not built 
from a blueprint like a house but is discovered in the writing j thus the poet 
cannot know what he "intends" until the poem is finished,, nor can he possibly
do otherwise than "intend" (in the larger sense of the word) what the poem
' ■ 1 .... - , ' ■ .... ; ' ... • • • , 
finally says. Such a stands one would suppose# would free one for ..concern-
■tratioh.cn the "primary evidence" of the poem itself s but Mr0 Warren still
finds it necessary to bring in "secondary evidence" regarding Coleridge8 s
personal life and metaphysical convictions* , In general, however, he keeps .
his argument admirably clear of the question, of what the author meant to say.

The majority of critics have shown no such wise restraint0 In the 
first place, they have assumed intent that cannot possibly be established̂  ' 
How for instance can Miss Waples know that Coleridge intended to exemplify 
in the poem Hartleyan psychology merely because Coleridge knew and admired 
Hartley’s theories prior to the poem8s composition? He did, but he knew and 
admired a great many other things as well. In the second place, they have 
failed to distinguish with any clarity between levels of intent„ Does Mr. 
Gingerich, when he speaks of the poem as containing the ..fine flavor too

lo Warren, op. cit., p. H5»
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. 1 v . ^ . ■, v  ■ . , - ..of the poet8 s religious innsings.11 mean that Coleridge made the Mariner a 

Neeessitarian-becoming-Unitarian automatically, because tie himself was in ■ 
the same transitional phase j, or that he sat down mth the. specif id purpose 
of creating a character who would embody the ideational struggle in which 
tie was at the time involved? Does Mr0 Crawford mean that Coleridge8 s 
attack on the Church and clergy — ■ or does Mr s Bouslog mean that Coleridge8 s 
use of the sod-seat; symbol —  was made with or without full awareness of V ; 
what he- is doing? - It is true that no sharp line can be drawn between con
scious and unconscious j but this is not .to say that the two are interchange
able; indeed with notorious frequency they are directly at odds --for this 
reason if for no other it becomes a matter of considerable moment, if the 
question of intent must be taken up, to know what sort of intent is. being 
talked, abotat^'i.: ■ '' ' ' is f: . ^  ' : ■ ■ ̂

But must the question be taken up at all? The problem of symbolism 
has to do with the meaning of the poem as a finished productj whatever plans 
the poet may have had regarding this meaning can do as little to change it —  
at this point —  as the.degree of ambition:he may have felt can change its 
artistic quality. It'is true that a knowledge of such plans. might serve as ...
hint for investigation in an as yet unexplored direct ion = But to what ex- . 

tent could such information^ even if it could be. obtained^ be depended on? 
Great artists are by their, nature the most profound of truth-seekers; but 
not in the narrower sense of the word̂  and certainly not when discussing 
themselyes. It is submitted that not only does the critic not need to con
sider the poet's intention,,1 and that he is unable mth any"degree bf relia-. • 
bility to consider it, but also that he should not consider it-■ that he is 
led by such efforts away from serious investigation into incidental and in-

ls Gingerichy op, cit,# p, 29-



soluble arguments; that in questions of interpretation he should concentrate 
on the primary subject5 the content of the poem, itself«, and not allow this ; 
study to be distracted or confused by secondary conjectures as to what the , 
author may or may not have . wanted that content to be.

Third: preoccupation with Coleridge as a person., particularly with
the result , of a colouring of attitude toward his work by attitude toward 
his life. It is rather remarkable that one. so supposedly characterless as 
Coleridge should have so stirred the emotions of his fellow men that even 
today,.- more than a century after his death, Coleridge criticusm is frequently 
shaded -—  and obscured —  by a tone of like or dislike for the memory of the 
man rather than for the work under discussion, Mr, Babbitt's air is fre
quently one of anti-Coleridgean umbrage. , Mr, Cooper, in the later of the 
two articles we have dischssed, allows his critical clarity to be at least 
discernibly clouded by a preference for Wordsworth the man; Mr» Elwin goes 
at least as far in the opposite direction. Such preferences■in a general 
way tend to give vitality and impetus to artistic inquiry; but to allow them 
to colour critical judgment, particularly in so specialised a problem as 
that of symbolic meaning, obviously does not make for the most revealing 
sort of analysiso . ' . .. / '

Attachment or antipathy, however, is (and the same may be said, to a 
lesser extent of argument regarding the author's intent) merely one aspect 
of a broader evil: preoccupation with Coleridge the person —  with the • i
purpose of intellectual' climate of his mind, with the disturbances or stimu- •
: lations of his psyche, the extent of his drug addiction, even the condition 
of; his viscera. It is not that such matters afe irrelevant to the question 
of the. poem's meaning: ultimately the poem is the man, and a complete knowl
edge of the man who produced it would necessarily be a complete knowledge of
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its innermost significance. It would be a way to the end of interpreta
tions rather indirect and unwieldy^ but a way. . Unfortunately this way 
is barred. Such a complete knowledge is obviously not available to us.
And the scattered shreds of it we have been able to unearth not only have 
not satisfied bur quest but even have impeded it; have constituted fas
cinating by-paths leading critical inquiry not along but away from the 
main path of serious investigation« As Nowell Smith once ruefully ob
served, literature is ever less popular than literary history5 which is 

■■■■' ■ • ■ V" : / :. : ‘ , ■ i . . • ■neither literature nor history, but a branch of scandal.

Fourths ' arbitrariness of interpretation. It is just those who 
most nearly have avoided the Scylla of Coleridge1s personal life who have 
tended most to fall into the Charybdis of an interpretation based rather 
on their own impressions and proclivities than on research and analogy.
On what authority, for example, does Mr, iihalley call the albatross the 
eagle of Coleridge's creative imagination? Objection has been made to Mr, 
Babbitt's insistence on considering the albatross merely and exclusively - 
an albatross; but it is not at all certain that Mr, Ihalley has any better 
right to change the genus without more substantiation than he has indicated. 
On what authority does Mr, Warren state that the sun symbolises reason and 
the moon imagination? He doeŝ  it is true3 offer evidence from the text of 
the poem to support his conclusions^ attempting to show that the, sun appears 
always in a "bad," the moon in a "good," association: a systematisation
that forces him at once into a not altogether successful effort to explain ■ 
the very obvious gaps in it —  the cursing by and death of the Mariner's • '
shipmates under the moon, and the homeward movement of the ship under the -

1, H, Co Smith, "Coleridge and his Critics," Fortnightly Review,
Vol, 64 (1395), p, 342,
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morning sm. And Leo Kirschbaum has pointed out that Me. Warren!s assump
tion that the rising sun, being "Like God's om head," leads the crew to 
consider the murder as having received divine sanction, may not at all be 
on firm ground? that quite possibly the simile reads backward / to the 
phrase "Nor dim nor red," which "the glorious, Sun" is unlike, God's head • 
being both dim and red, in allusion to the crucified Christ, the sacra-

' " . : ' ' '' '' : 2ment of the communion, God's anger at man's sin, and similar loci."
It is not, however, the accuracy of. Mr.. Warren's interpretation, or 

of Mr. Whalley's, that is being questioned. Nor is there any intention to 
rule out intuition as an instrument of interpretation» Intuition is not 
only admissible in.critical judgment, but also indispensable; it is the - 
spark that must, in every case, convert the inanimate bulk of factual evi
dence into the living dynamism of conviction =. What is suggested is that 
the more widely and solidly the void of the unknown can be filled in with • 
evidential data beforehand, the surer —  and the farther onto the new ter
rain— • the necessary "leap to truth" is likely to be. Blind leaps into 
the dark may serve the purpose of arousing interest in the goal and of pos
sibly making discoveries to be verified by. further inquiry. But it is sug
gested that until we find a somewhat sounder method of approach than that 
of leaping into the dark we will have no way of either verifying the conjec
tures that have so far been made or of genuinely expanding our horizon» It 
is true that we cannot expect definitive answers? the very nature of symbol- 
; ism, barring "equations, " prohibits answers in this sense; we can never ar
rive; but we can approach. And it is suggested that what is important for

I. Warren, op. cit., p. 91 ff=
20 Leo Kirschbaum, "Coleridge's 'The Ancient Mariner. "' Exp. 7, No. 1 

(Oct., 1943), p. 5. . - :



the present is not to grope raimly for such mavailable answers $ Is not, 
that is5 to attempt to decide who has guessed right| but is to see if we 
cannot find a sounder and more fruitful method of approach than guesswork, 
of any sort i> " •

Fifth: "paternal" partiality toward one * s own Interpretation» lhat 
is regrettable about such Hweddednessu to an idea or position is not that 
it makes for disagreement, but that it makes for neatly rounded systems of 
thought, and involves the temptation to twist or prune the evidence to make 
it fit within. To advance one aspect of a total interpretation and to con
centrate on that aspect is of course something quite other than the "par- 
tiality" referred to here0 But such a procedure is always clearly conscious 
of the fact that it purposely is developing a narrow thesis for the purpose 
of clarifying one facet of the problem, and that it offers no comprehensive 
or final solutiono Such, unfortunately, is not the, attitude of the majority 
of writings we have considered i of Mr. Stalltoeeht 8s Unitarianiaa, of Mss 
Waples.8 s Hartleyism, of Mr. • Elwin8 s Berkel^rism, of even the broader and 
more flexible treatments of Mr0 toialley and Mr. Warren» In almost every one 
of these studies one encounters a certain finalistie tones one gets the im
pression that the critic has approached his subject with his resilience di= ; > 
minishing in exact ratio to the rise of his enthusiasm; that where adjustment 
has been necessary what has been adjusted has been not the Procrustes bed of 
that particular interpretation, but the body of The Ancient Mariner.

Sixths pallid or irresponsible thinking. It is of course not meant 
to- apply this stricture automatically to those critics with whom the writer - 
happens to disagree, iihat is referred to is those examples of criticism 
that with glaring obviousness have either made no honest effort or advanced
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their ideas with such flagrant carelessness that their voices,, while add
ing to the discussionj, have added little but gibberish,' It is difficult 
to see how such an "interpretationn as Mr., Cosulich1 Ss little more than a. 
precis statement of Coleridge8 s own gloss,, cam be called anything but an '
instance of pallidity in thinking. An equally clear example of irrespon- ''
sibility is to be found on both sides of the recent Burke-Stoil disagree- \ 
ment on the question of Coleridge8 s symbolism. The nature of Mr, Burke 8s 
examination of The Ancient Mariner, and of the kind of thinking it repre-

V.’ . . : . ; • . . _ . ; ; ■ - 1 ' .sents^ has been indicated in an earlier chapter» In answer to... Mr. Burke5
and rather unfortunately including Mr e Warren as Mr „ Burke8 s partner in .
transgression^ Elmer Edgar Stoll has vigorously taken to task the whole
symbolistic tendency to apply ", „,inaccurate biography and irrelevant psy-

; : ' • ' ' ■ '■'■■ ■■ ..... 2 ' ' - ' 
choanalysis'* to the interpretation of Coleridge ls poetry0. -How certainly :
symbolistic interpretation has been in particular danger in recent decad.es
of just this abuse; Mr, Stoll's position is an entirely justifiable tiae, and
a sound, able presentation of it could have a very wholesome effect. Let
us see hoitf in fact he does present it®

Critics who follow the psychoanalytic line of thought, Mr,, Stoll tells
us, suffer frOm three fundamental failings» The first is that of not taking
into account Coleridge's own critical statements, such as his account of his■ - ■ q ' '
role as partner in the composition of Lyrical Ballads: a passage which was ■
written years after The Ancient Mariner, , which does not jn any smallest way 
rule Out the possibility of symbolic meaning (indeed the need for a "resem-

: 1® Gfo pp-o 24-25, ante, • :
2® Cf, p, gl, n„ 2, ante® .
3® S, T, Coleridge, "From Blographia Literaria,11 The Portable Coler

idge, pp.' 517-5i8o ■;
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blance to truth" would seem rather to call for a deepers universal mean
ing) s. and which in any case has to do only with Coleridge's conscious pur
pose —  this in an article in which Mr0 Stoll has set out to refute those 
critics who have postulated unconscious symbolism! The second "failing" • 
discovered by Mr, Stoll is still more interesting® Symbolist critics 
are guilty of a manifest anachronism. The Ancient Mariner is in the style 
of a mediaeval ballad with a background of mediaeval superstition 5 idiile 
Freudian symbolism is a development of the twentieth century0 Er0 Stoll's 
assumption would appear to.be that people have behaved in accordance with 
. Freudian theory only since Freud was thoughtful enough to set up the 
theory for them to follow,. The third failing is that such symbolist crit
ics as Irv Burke and Mr <> Warren have not profited by, have apparently not 
even read,. the final authority on symbolism in Coleridge; The Road to 
Xanaduo Leaving aside the fact that the question of who has read what : ;
proves in this case something of a boomerang —  both Burke and Mr0; .
Warren having discussed The Road to Xanadu in the works referred tos.
Warren at considerable length — , we already have noted that Mr® Lowes Is 
book, far from being the final authority on Coleridge's symbolism, barely 
brushes the subject in passing, and then only in the most ambiguous fashion.

.There is no intention to question Mr® Stoll's ability, but only to 
question the care he has taken in attacking fellow critics and in approach
ing, with ostensible seriousness, a serious literary problem.

(b) Achievements
The comparatively small attention that will be given to the achieve

ments of the writings we have considered should not be thought to imply 
an attitude of derogation5 the very fact that these achievements have



been so pronounced, and obvious has made it almost necessary to note and 
identify them in the course of our review, and little need be done here 
beyond recapitulating points already touched on, .

Firsts results of the influence of psychoanalysiss an intelli
gent and systematic approaplx to the evidence regarding Coleridge6 s psy
chic life and its possible connexion, with implicit meaning symbolised 
through his poetry. This is not meant as an endorsement of the psycho
analytical approach, in the personal sense, to the problem of literary 
symbolism. Nor does it contradict what has been said of the shortcomings 
' of such psychoanalytic studies as Hr. Burkei’s and. Mr, laight1 s. Mien one 
considers the newness of psychoanalysis^ "its intense colouring by personal • 
emotions, and the superficial familiarity with its tenets necessarily pos
sessed by all but specialists in the field,.one finds.it understandable 
enough that the results of its wedding with literary criticism should not 
always be happy ones; what is remarkable is not that a few should be bad, 
but that so many should be good, A recognition of the need for sympathy 
in approach to any psychic problem —  sympathy in the large sense, of the 
will to wholly understand together with the practice of assembling 
psychological evidence in minute detail and with certain brOad basic prin
ciples for its interpretation, is certainly an achievement of major impor
tance and may be attributed largely to those critics who, risking a certain 
amount, of ridiculê  have taken the trouble to familiarise themselves with 
psychoanalytic findings and theory and to apply them —  with varying de
grees of judgement -- to their own field, %

Seconds results of the influence of literary scholarship; the 
change from the essay.that is a more or less gracefully recorded general
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impression of either the man or his •work to the careful and systematic 
study of one particular problem relating to that work —  and, as factual 
evidence mounts in volume ? of one particular aspect of a problem. It is 
true that not all writings in this category have represented very de
tached efforts at solution or very real contributions to knowledge« Lit
erary scholarship is not a magic formula 'guaranteed to expunge egotism • ■ 
from the heart of man. Nevertheless it should be reasonably clear from 
the Ebove review that its effect has been a wholesome and a fruitful one, 
even when its influence has been exercised only indirectly or in part,
Mr® Warrants study5 for instance<, is less a truly "scholarly" work than 
it might be| it consists less in a presentation of new facts or relation?- 
ships than in a somewhat arbitrary interpretation of the text in terms of ; 
symbolic meaning| nevertheless his essay is based on (and much of its ef
fectiveness is due to this solid groundwork) a careful study of both the 
poem itself and all major critical work pertaining to the problems in 
other wordsy if his method is somewhat unscholarlys he at least could not 
have, been unscholarly in a more scholarly fashion; and it is almost cer
tainly true that this important study could not have been written without , 
the decades of scholarly inquiry into the subject that preceded it.

It should be noted that writings produced under both the psychoana
lytic and the scholarly influences have been concerned, as writings of the 
earlier period generally were not, with questions of origins in psychic 
disorders, environmental background, ideational debts and genealogy, The 
tendency of modern criticism has been to recognise the profound.paradox 
that in order to go forward in our understanding of any artistic creation . 
we must first go backward, cautiously but. unremittingly, to Its: weHspring 
in the creative mind® ■. - :;V; - ■, / . : ; , V \



Thirds a broadened view; the mllingn.ess at least to consider 
the possibilities of different points of departure? and the ability on 
the part of many critics to derive informative and suggestive value even 
from •Mritings Tsith which in the main'they disagree»

Fourth:, cumulative interest in the questions not only the cause 
but also to some extent the result; of the very quantity of work that has 
been done on it* : ■ ’ h ' '

' ' (c) Directions
The main directional trends of these writings already have been 

indicated in the course of our review and appraisal« The writings of 
the earlier period tended as we have seen,to be rather "vehicles" for 
their own writers than genuine studies of their ostensible subject. It 
has been only within the. more recent period that writings on our subject 
have become sufficiently important and numerous to warrant a consideration 
of their observable directions» The main directions5. as we have seen,. , 
have been two« The first we have balled the "personal-biographical": the
detailed study of Coleridge8 s personal life and an effort to explain, in 
terns of this life' .and its ■ psychic. 'effects on fhe poet, the meaning of his 
work. The second, the "ideational-biographical," has been no less the de-. 
tailed study of Coleridge's personal life, but in its intellectual rather 
than in its emotional aspect.

This distinction, of course, is in no sense an absolute cleavage: 
we must expect, and frequently find, a certain "blurring of edge" between 
the two: Mr, InJhalley's article is primarily personal-biographical in ap
proach, but contains much that is; ideational in nature| Mr, Lowes1 s book 
is concerned chiefly with imagery derived from Coleridge' s reading, but by



no means disregards the influence of his personal affairs5 Mri Bald's, 
study has almost equally a foot in either campv There is an obvious 
danger in this overlapping! that it vd.ll be made to serve too narrow an 
end ™* that details of emotional life will be adduced to "prove" aspects 
of philosophical attitude^ or that a statement of theory mil be made to •; 
"prove" a matter of psychic/ at least partly unconscious, reaction„ But . ' 
in the main the tendency is a realistic one: the differentiation between
intellect and emotion is as fundamentally untenable as the corresponding 
one between mind and body. Indeed the most desirable end of the tendency 
would be not a mere overlapping but an ultimate entire fusiono Such a 
fusion, however, can occur only as the natural result of carrying the 
question down to a deeper realm of inquiry than has as yet attracted many 
critics; that "misty midregion" of das Bnbetretene, where the most Inar- 
ticulate of feelings and the- most abstract of ideas are,' in fact, one0

Still another "blurring of edge" is a slight tendency in- writings 
in both the psychoanalytical and the scholarly categories to go beyond 
the influences of psychoanalysis and scholarship in a direction that is 
really (at least on the surface) counter to those influences; a direction 
that is not scientific but actually anti-scientific, that has at least a V 
faint savour of the anagogice We have, already noted Mr = Whalley's sugges
tion of a fateful, extra-logical and exkra^chronological connexion between

; ■' ■■■■_. 1 ' ' ; ■ ' - % ' : ' - ,V'
the poet and his poem. Mr0; Warren interprets the poem asnot only a com
plexity of multi-levelled meanings that sometimes sound reverberations be
yond the realm of rational causality, but also a defense, whether or not ' 
so intended, of the transcendentalist faith in intuitive as against tuitive 
knowledge 0 And Mr o’ Tillyard makes it. clear that in his mind to consider



Coleridge as Coleridge^ tdaeiher from the psychoanalytical or from the
ideational point of view5 is. to consider only a !,0„avery minor layer of ..

■ • ■ ;■ ■ : - . 1 7. .■ : . - . ■. ' . • : ' .. 7 ■ .V:
the poem!s meaning," It. is as yet i<x> early to .know whether or not
this tendency is an important or desirable oneo It will be deplored by
consei’Tative scholars s and perhaps rightly. Perhaps just as rightly? . 7
hox-fever«, it might be questioned whether an. attitude of too ready exclu-.. •
slony in a problem and a field of inquiry so very young s Is not even more
to be deplored than one of.too gullible acceptance» But this question, . :
along with that of the fusion of the personal-biographical and ideational-
biographical directions, takes us from our appraisal and analysis of work
already done into a consideration of possibilities for the work that is
to follow, -

I, Tillyard, op0 cit,0 p, 69o



• Chapter VI
• ■ FUTUEE POSSIBILITIES

(a) Formulation of Method.
This chapter does not propose to consider all the possible direc

tions that future work on the problem of symbolism in The Ancient Mariner 
may take, but merely to outline roughly that direction which, on the 
basis of the study already made, seems the most likely to prove fruitful 
for further investigation. No magic key is to be offered out of the 
writer' s ingenuity: indeed it is of particular importance at this point
that ingenuity should not be exercised; if the study that has been made 
is worth anything at all, it itself must be able to set us on the path 
toward our conclusion. Let us briefly recapitulate the results of it.

„■ The principal weaknesses of critical writing on the " question have 
been seen to be the following: (1) literalistic interpretation of a
tale of the supernatural, (2) argument as to the poetfs intent, (3) pre-. 
occupation with the poet.as person, (4) arbitrariness of interpretation,
; (5) partiality to one’s own theory, (6) pallid or irresponsible thinking. 
Of these, partiality and defective thinking -=• as well as literalism, 
which comes under the head of the latter —  are not weaknesses that can 
be; cured by a mere change of method. And since argument. as to the poet s s 
intent can be included in the general category of " preoccupation with him 
as a person, it would appear that the personal approach and the arbitrary 
approach are the two weaknesses that our recommendations should particu
larly seek to remedy. tv ■ ' k :
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The principal aehieveraents have been seen to be (1) benefits of the 

psychoanalytical influence,, (2) benefits of the scholarly influences (3) 
broadened Tiews (4) emmlative interest» The fourth it can only be hoped 
will continue to Increase. The third not only makes for flexibility of 
approach but wiH be encouraged by it — - by. an approach that both demands 
and deserves an extended attitude of receptivity0

We have further noted a tendency toward fusion of the personal- 
biographical and the ideational-biographical outlooks that seems a realis
tic and desirable one; and a tendency.toward the at least superficially 
extra-logical^ which it has been suggested should not be too readily dis
missed as nonsense. These two tendencies are not altogether distinctj 
for the fusion of outlooks can be accomplished only as the natural result 
of carrying, the question of interpretation down to the deeper level of 
psychic life which underlies, both the emotional and the intellectual as
pects of the poet as individuals a concept which may at first glance have - 
a certain mystical appearance.
' On the basis of our study* then* the direction that would seem the 
most fruitful for future investigation would be one that would contrive 
: to extend the benefits of the influences of both psychoanalysis and liter
ary scholarship; that would in this process encourage in these two approaches 
their natural tendency. toward fusion and identification; that would not too 
quickly dismiss an unfamiliar method with the label of "mysticism"; and 
that would avoid the weaknesses of preoccupation with Coleridge as a per
son and of arbitrary interpretationo

: Before attempting to formulate a method that will satisfy these re
quirements* we will turn for a moment to a study which has purposely been 
withheld from consideration until this point. Maud Bodkin8s Archetypal
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Patterias in Poetry belongs to the oategory of writings produced under 
psychoanalytic influence^ but not (at least in proposed approach) to that 
which we have called "personal-biographical0" The influence in Miss Bod
kin1 s case stems not from Freud but from Jungs in particular from the 
suggestion that the enduring poignancy of certain works of art is caused 
by a responsive stirrinĝ , in the unconscious mind of the recipient, of 
what are called "primordial images" or "archetypes"s residua of pre- 
individual memoryo To inquire then into the symbolic meaning of a poem . 
one must inquire into the basic emotional patterns activated in response 
to its tod since the poem*s inner meaning is its emotional meaning to 
the reader9 it must be subjectively approached and interpreted=, Accord
ingly Miss Bodkin suggests, and herself exemplifies, introspective obser
vation of individual reaction to different sections of The Ancient Mariner? 
she allows images to play freely in her mind, to filter downward, linking 
up with dim mnemonic fragments, "10«complexes of interwoven personal and 
literary reminiscence = = o ="j from her own mind she turns to evidences re
garding Coleridge* sj and through successive alternate soundings of this ; 
sort reaches the conclusion that the poem as a whole reflects the "Rebirth 
archetype"; a basic striving backward to the warm shelter of the womb: 
not out of the Freudian "wish for death," but out of the wish for renewal
' : : v . " , , ■ \1 V  . ■of strength and return to life <, , ■ ;

" ■ Unfortunately the value; of M,ss. fibdkin * s work lies rather in the 
approach she has proposed than in the way she has executed it. This is 
not to reject her interpretation; the question we are dealing with for 
the moment is not accuracy of interpretation but soundness of method.

lo Maud Bodkin, Archetypal Patterns in Poetry, pp. 1-80, passim. 
Miss Bodkin*s book deals with poetiy in general, and only in part with 
The Ancient .Mariner. ' .
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Miss Bodkinj >610 has set out to examine primordial imagery, alternates in 
the main between an introspective seeking out of her own responses to the 
poem8 s images, and an attempt to decide, chiefly on evidence drawn from 
Lowes, what was Coleridge8 s own emotional response to these images he em
ployed^ So far as introspection is concerned, what Miss Bodkin is doing 
here is the very reverse Of preparing for‘the intuitive "leap to truth" 
by the accumulation of objective data: she is attempting to be led to her
conclusion on the basis of subjective evidence objectively collected. The 
difficulty is that subjective evidence is the last sort dependably suscep
tible of objective uncovering: the very training of the conscious attention
on unconscious phenomena is likely to have the same effect as training a 
searchlight on a shadow. Furthermore, so highly individualised must be this 
process that it is all too liable to lead into both the arbitrary and the 
autobiographical, And yet even introspection is preferable to the other 
arm of Miss Bodkin1 s method? her attempt to probe into Coleridge8s emotional 
responses to his own imagery—  here of course she returns to the very weak
ness that her approach by its nature had seemed so refreshingly to avoid: 
preoccupation with Coleridge the,person, whether the physical person or the; 
mentalo ■■■ .

But is Miss Bodkin8s method of procedure essential to her point of 
departure? To. the contrary,, the one is not even consistent with the other.
If one sets out to study symbolism through a study of basic emotional pat
terns, is not the logical course to approach those patterns directly, rather 
than through the immense and hazardous detour of hopefully tapping at the 
doors of one8s own memory or that of a man more than a century dead?

But, it will be asked, how does one directly approach such an entity 
as a "basic emotional pattern"? How else can one get: to the bottommost



layer than by ■working down from the topmost? To answer these questions 
let us first clarify briefly whap is meant by such terms that have been 
used as "basic emotional pattern,11 "primordial imagery, " and "pre-individual 
memory." For a rather long time it has been growing increasingly clear 
to investigators of the. subliminal mental processes that the concept of 
the unconscious could not be restricted to that area investigated, for 
example, by Lowes; the mere repository of. impressions once kno>n but 
since forgotten by the conscious mind-: that there must be postulated a 
dimmer and less specific realm of memory: memory of things never con-

: sclbusly known, preceding the dawn of conscious awareness -- immediately 
. . post-natal, natal, pre-natal, and in some cases possibly even pre-concep-

■ - :: • . i . .; ; ■tional and pre-matemalo It should be noted that this school of thought,
strictly biological in outlook, has progressed farther and farther from 
the concept of psychic life as a definitively individual phenomenon. From 
such "farther reaches" it is but a step to the more metaphysical attitude 
of the school of Jungs that the personal unconscious is a mere surface 
of the true subliminal mind, 'U. .appears to rest upon a deeper layer that 
does not derive from personal experience and achievement but is inborn.
This deeper layer I call the collective unconscious»e„a psychic foundation, 
superpersonal in its nature, that is present in eyery one of us." Evidence 
of this, "phylogenetic substructure", is to be found in the recurrence, in 
the individual mind, of images, closely analogous to mythological types, 
which cannot be reduced to personal experiences in the individual8s past. 
Such images arê  as against, the "complexes" of the personal unconscious,

lo hander Fodor, The Search for the Beloved, p. 296.
■ 2o C, Go Jung, The Integration of the Personality, pp. 52-53.



eternal symbols ̂ "archetypes" which men share almost as they share ana
tomical and physiological traits; into which every unconscious tends to 
transmute the inarticulate emotional pressures it sends daylightmrd; 
and which therefore,, through at least a considerable portion of human 
historyg have constituted in a general way a truly fundamental and uni
versal language,, It is on the hypothesis that the imagery of symbolic 
poetry is symbolic in this archetypal, communal sense that Miss Bodkin 
has undertaken a study of it through "basic emotional patterns«11 It is 
on the; same hypothesis that Mss Bodkin 's approach, though not at all her 
method, is 'suggested as the basis upon which future work on the problem 
of symbolism in The Ancient Mariner can most profitably be pursued0

At this point certain questions will probably have occurred to the 
reader that it may be well to dispose of before continuingo In the first 
place, just how valid is .'this hypothesis? —  how scientifically can criti
cism proceed on the basis of a completely unproven and mystical concept 
like the "collective unconscious"? Well, it is not a thing that can be 
mathematically proven —  nor, for that matter, can the personal uncon- 
sclouso On the other hand, thousands of experiments, carefully controlled, 
over a relatively long period, have disclosed an analogy between the dream 
and hypnogogic imagery of individuals entirely unknown to one another, and 
between this imagery and that Of centuries-forgotten mythological systems . 
with which they could not possibly have been familiar —  an' analogy so 
regular that it would seeni less "mystical" to seek a systematic explanation 
than to ascribe it to mere coincidence= But there is indeed nothing so 
startlimgly new or daring about the notion of a suprapersonal, racial mem
ory« The central thesis of the Gestalt school of experimental psychology —  
that there exist certain "organisational patterns" common to all human minds



and traceable in the reactions of lower animals --.postulates the exist- 
ence of something strongly suggestive of a "collective unconscious 0 ,r 
Ihe general- and by no means recent acceptance among anthropologists of . 
the notion of "parallelism" —  the independent emergence of cultural 
traits, .such as mythological themesj, in people, of different ages,. races, 
and locations —  assumes the existence of. a common dim substratum of
mental tendencies that could scarcely be differentiated from the concept
■ : . 2 '■ ,. of racfal memory« '

Hi the second place# it will be asked,, uhy is it any less narrow 
to accept the doctrines of Jung than it was of Er. Knights for instancê  
to accept those of Freud? But readers of Jung will know that he has not 
so much denied the concepts of Freud -- or Adler —  as he -has, by includ
ing them in '.broader concepts of his own, vastly expanded their applicabil
ity, In any case there is no question of accepting, wholesale, any doctrine. 
The concept of. the collective unconscious was not "invented" by Jung, but " 
merely received from him its first systematic formulation and investiga- 
tiono It happens that Jung has given particular attention to the question 
of symbolism and has done much research on connexions between the individ
ual symbols of the neurotic and the creative .artist, and the general, 
racial symbols that appear-in world mythology. It would be as unscholarly 
to disregard this data as indiscriminately to accept the system of thought 
that has been based on it0 ,

Accepting, then, as a reasonably sound working hypothesis the exist
ence of some such dim communal psychic subsoilj and accepting the corollary

" lo Wolfgang KShler,'Gestalt-Psychology, pp. 136-205.
, ; 2o Thus John Fiske, writing in 1897, flatly denies the possibility
of lateral diffusion as an explanation of the thousands of variations, 
over a considerable., portion of the earth, on the Wilhelm Tell legend. See 

■ Myths and Mybh-Makers, p. 13.



'hypothesis that images rising from this fundament,, being embodiments of 
psychic experiences mere deeply rooted than in individual psychic lives 
and therefore common to them all, have a recognisable common core of 
emotional suggestibility =» accepting these things s we may now return 
to the question temporarily deferred; above s .idiat 'direct approach to
this archetypal subsoil can there be? Granting the questionable nature 
of introspective evidencê  the images5 ' whatever their ultimate origins
have been used by an individual artist: is it not our first and most . ■
feasible -=» task to find out what has happened to them in the crucible 
of the creative mind? . ' ■ ' • : /; ' ■

The answer is that such a task is neither first nor feasible 0 M  . .
ideally complete interpretation would of course trace the exact morphol^
ogy of symbol meanings through the various. levels of the artist !s mindo 
Unfortunately such a tracinĝ  especially in the ease of an artist long 
deadj is entirely impossibles one is dealing with fragmentary indiceŝ  
however numerous: with gossips not evidence« The hitter one rises into
the daylight,, paradoxically, the more one is forced to depend on conjec
tures Luckily for our purpose these higher levels are of small importance s 
we do not need to Imows in order to understand a symbols from what source, 
it was unconsciously drawn, or as an expression of what psychic pressure. 
or what philosophical conviction it was usedo Ihile a signed statement 
from fhe author himself ,as to what it meant would be completely worthless, 
even if we could take his word (his conscious word) for a thousand pound:; -= 
yet it is precisely here, on these upper, least reliable and least perti
nent levels, that virtually all the writing we have considered has concern-- 
tratedo ... . ' ■ ' / ' ■ '
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Wiat is the alternative? It is to leave consideration of the nser 

of symbols and enter on a study of the symbols used,, as products not of 
a young resident of Wether Stowey but of thousands of centuries of com
munal psychic experience. We cannot and need not ourselves descend to 
this underworld; we have in abundance just that evidence of it in which 
we are most interested: the "primordial images" that are its language,
and that are available to us in several sources: first and above all in
the immense and growing storehouse of world mythology; second in the 
growing body of dream and fantasy records being assembled by modem psycho
analysis^ third (though this source must be used with caution) in symbol
istic literature of all periods and places® In much of the research that 
already has been done in these fields, evidence of primordial imagery has 
been not only assembled but already systematised: in the great work of
Frazer and Frobenius, or in the work of Jung, which already has begun to 
correlate findings in the three fields: mythology, psychoanalysis, and
aesthetics.

: It is hot of course suggested that through such research any lexicon
of symbolic meanings can ever be assembled. A symbol, again, has no single 
meaning but only a "value area" to which all its specific manifestations 
must contributê  this "value area," placed in relationship with the other 
symbols of the work under study, must be allowed to be further shaped both 
by contact with them and by the tone and inclination of the work as a 
whole.;. Hot only should premature judgements be avoidedj all judgements 
should be deferred for as long as possible; the symbols themselves (with 
the research evidence constituting their "value areas") must be allowed to 
determine their own and one another ’s meanings, and ultimately the meaning 
of their synthesis.
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; . To what, extent would., such a,.method answer the requirements set forth
at the beginning of this section? It would extend the benefits of psycho
analytic influence by taking advantage of all psychoanalytic findings that . 
have bearing on the question of symbolic significance, not accepting as 
dogma the systematised doctrine of any school of thought5 but naturally 
paying particular attention to the work of that school tihich, as the most
inclusive and flexible in its approach^ is the most pertinent to our prob
lem,. It would extend the .benefits of the influence of literary scholar
ship by applying the technique of scholarly research to a vast body of 
factual evidence including the relevant findings of not only psychoanalysis 
but also anthropology and aesthetic ss and applying the results to the study 
of a definite literary problem̂ , the solution of which would open the way 
to expanded investigation. It would necessarily involve5 in such collabo
ration^ the gradual fusion of these two influences. It would,, by its ' 
nature, entirely avoid the weaknesses of preoccupation with the poet as a 
person, and (since so far as possible the symbols themselves would be 
allowed:to determine conclusions) the weakness of arbitrary interpretation, . 
Such a method, finally, if found effectual in the study of The Ancient 
Mariner, would, be equally: applicable to other problems of literary symbql- 
, ism, as for instance in the poetry of Blake, or the vast (and largely un-
tilled) field of Arthurian legend, ,.

- v:. (b) Illustration of Method . .. • .
It .would be of course.impossible to undertake within the scope of 

this study even a preliminary interpretation of The Ancient Mariner along 
such lines, lhat it. is proposed to do is to touch briefly on some of the 
possibly symbolic images of the poem, in the hope merely of indicating ‘



their enormous energy of potential multi-levelled significance when ap
proached not as products of an individual mind but as eternal symbols of 
man *s eternal striving to come to terms with his outward and inward world* 

"The ship was cheered,,,«" Let us take first the possibilities of 
the stiip-image. One that will readily occur is of course the ship as 
instrument bf adventurej physical and spirituals the instrument of the 
Argonauts in the great pre-Homeric legend of the Fleece5 the instrument 
that took Sindbad and Odysseus-Ulysses-Aeneus on their wonder-studded 
ways. Almost as readily^ however$ will occur a more sombre shading of 
the ship-motifs the funeral boat of the Viking hero, the similar Keltic 
boat that bore away the dying Arthur, the dark death-barque of Charon, of 
(in certain manifestations) Horus and fishnti.

But does this exhaust the possibilities of the ship-image? To the 
contrary, it does not even touch on that area of meaning which is the 
most ancient and widespread of all? the ship as sacred container, container
of a central vitality. Thus the Egyptians placed their personifications

' . % ■ ■ ■ - of the Sun; and Moon in boats. Thus Isis, in her sad search after the
ti'fice-mangled Osiris, travelled through the lower, humid regions in a boat . 
of reed papyrtis, into which she gathered the precious fragments| Noah col
lected the salvageable core of living creatures in perhaps the most famous 
of arks, out of which they emerged to repopulate the water-cleansed earth;

' . 3Moses, leader of the chosen, was hidden in an ark. And there is the 
. extraordinary series of I’ark—births" ? Perseus, Dionysus, Maui, Vishnu;

1, R, P, Knight, Symbolical Language of Ancient Art and Mythology, 
pp, 133-1345 n, 693°



, the Fenus Anadyomene stepping ashore from her mussel-shell"ark off the
white foam| the Divine Hermaphrodite,, the plastic emanation^ son of
Ishtar-Astarte, floating in an ark upon the waters. From earliest times
the ship has been the symbol of the feminine principle, the Hindu Toni,
the Suevian Isis-ark, the vehicle of Hertha, the Lotos, and probably in 
: ■ ■ . :l ■ ; ' ■ ■/sublimated form the Holy Grail, And in modem psychoanalytical research
the ship, in dream and fantasy, is generally found to have uterine con
notation; the womb, by a curious reversal, thought of as floating in, 
rather than containing, the amniotic fluid.

The ship-symbol, then, the simplest in the poem and barely touched 
on by this brief resume, yields us at least three primary meanings; in
strument of outward adventure, ferrier of the dead, and container and de
liverer of vital energy. It may well be wondered at this point whether 
what has been proven is not simply that symbolistic potentialities are all 
too immense to be useful. How could one possibly decide which of the 
meanings - or even directions of meaning of “ship11 one should select to

• apply to The Ancient Mariner? The answer is, first, that one must not 
"select11 any meaning| it is of the nature of symbolic significance to in
volve just such ambivalence, or multivalence, and furthermore to require us 
whatever aspect we may find emphasised by the context, to take along the 
entire multivalence with it: the total meaning of the symbol must always
be implicit in any of its particular projections; second, that one must

I, Material of the two preceding sentences has been drawn in part
• from the following works; Knight, op, cit.j pp, 167-168; Goldsmith, op, 
pit,« po' 282; Co Kerenyi, "The Primordial Child in Primordial Times," ̂  
Essays on a Science of Mythology, p„ 91 f f G ,  W, Cox, The Mythology of 
the Aryan Hations, pp, 354-358, %#ile every effort will be made to credit 
sources in this section, ■ detailed accuracy will not always be possibles 
often several sources together will have contributed to a single phrase.



not napply" a symbolic meaning by inserting it from without 5 but must 
allow it to be shaped by the other symbols with which it comes in contact 
and by the "sloped of,the work as a wholeo. •:

Closely associated with and really including the ship-image is the 
se3,-image: the "path” to not only outward adventureinto the great un
known of the living world3 but also' to downward s oyer and oyer the spirit 
pdsses'into the beyond across the water5 whether it be the Styx,, the Wile,, 
or the Worth Sea„ Most, important of its meanings, howevers is an expan
sion of the third ship-meaning? as the universal symbol of the medium of 
fecuridatibno Humidity;, the '"outflowing of Osirisy" is the well-spring of ! 
fertility; yet not alone? heat or fires the masculine principle5, active 
and activating^ is no less essential than water3 the feminine and passive,
. ' : : : ■ V  : : . ; v ■■■ ■ 1:the dark mystic generative force out of; which rise all living things 6 : ■
Water, accordingly, always plays an important part in fertility rites, as
in the flower-decked boats of .the Roman Midsummer festivals 0 Again and
again the Divine or Primordial Child arises or is washed ashore from the
sea; not only the new child but the spirit of the dead in the form of a
child, cucuUated and surrounded by sea forms: not only birth but rebirth
■' ' .. .. ■ 3 • . ' .occurs out of the waters 6 ' It is this promise, perhaps, that is the treas
ure so often hidden at the bpttom bf .the well or river,: awaiting the descent 
of the hero; hidden in the heart of a humidity that connotes not only physi
cal but also psychical fertility, the mysteriously productive sea of the 
universal unconscious = Spirit, heat-fire-air-masculine-above, tends to be.

. lo Knight, op^rclt., p0 25o ■
2<, James 3= Frazer, The Golden Bough, p. 154.

':p.)' 3L.: 'Go' G-c Jung, ITfhe .Psychology: of the Child Archetype, ’! Essays on . 
a Science of Mythology y pp» *133-134° P; ' ’
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jealous and suspicious (at least in certain restricted aspects) of its
child's do-wn-ward progress baek into the water-world^ 11 oVoWhere everything
floats in suspension/.o,,where I am inseparably this and that, and this

3» -
and that are I . " --where edges begin to dim and fuse, edges perhaps 

. as sharp as those, between, Albatross and man, or man and water-snakes. It 
is true the Mariner does not go literally downward3, still when one is 
going into darkness, the- distinction between downward and outward also be- 

; gins to dim.. ;
The nature-symbols, in the interest of space, we shall mostly forego: 

noting in passing the Stora-Blast with its familiar ambivalence (the wind • 
that destroys, and in destroying creates)3 and the ice-passage: the "nar-
row passage" to the hero's goal, of fertllity-treasure —  also in psycho-

• .. . : •- , ' ■ ■ . 2 ' pat hie imagery a symbol of the uterine passage. The Sun of course is the
supreme symbol, the all-generator, the productive aethereal spirit; at the
same.time it depends for fruition of its productive power on its fluid
feminine receptive counterpart, and furthermore it rises from darkness:
thus in its larger and more benign aspects it would seem to be in co-operation 

■ '. - ;' ■ . 3with the force of humid darkness, to include and be included by it. But
there are other, smaller aspects: for example, the comparatively limited

• '. ■ - .  ̂", . .■ - . ' : ■ 4concept of the sun as light-hero, slaying the evil of darkness; also the
sun-hero who wanders restlessly about the earth, sinking continually into
eclipse but rising again in rejuvenated splendours a psychic projection of
^he restless human quest for the body of "the mother"; the deepest source

, . 1. Jung, The Integration of the Personality, pp. 65-70. /
2. Fodor0 op. clt.t, P. 137°
3. ■Knight, op. eit., pp. 37-38 ff. ■

. 4° Fiske, op. cit., p. 23.
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; ■-■■■:.■ 1 ' .. of beingo And there is a less benign sub~aspects for the savage Seth
• (Typhon) who dismembers the benignant Osiris is also a snn-god: the red
brothe,r~slayer (like the earthly brother-slayers the red Gain) ̂ god of the

, merciless destructive sun of tropic noon,, who temporarily destroys and
' : ■- ■ ' ■■■.'" 2 , ■ ■■■■' . ; . . .... scatters the larger̂  productive aspecto The Moon is a similarly complex
symbols In general it is' the feminine principle as against the masculine
principle of the Sun5 because of its action on the tides it is often seen
as the sovereign mother of the humidity-world 3 acting as intermediary to
transmit the active productive power of the sun to the passive generative
power pi the sea. But the' Moon too has another side,, a dark side indeeds
it has powers of destruction, for humidity contributes no less than heat
to putrefaction (which in turn however may become fecundation): thus the
• ' ' ' . ■: . . ' ' ' ■ . ' V 3Gorgon Medusa seems unmistakably to have been a moon-symbolo

And what of the Albatross? . Can we find here something definite and 
single-faceted 1 the "tabooed good animal,’’ for instance? That the slaying 
of the bird violates .an instinctively felt taboo is obvious, but to stop 
there is to take us little farther than Mr* Babbittrs assumption that the 
Albatross represents so much poundage of feathers and fowl. Why the taboo? 
By way of answer.we might note that throughout history the bird is "v.othe 
emblem of the third person to signify incubation»„„.caused by the vital
. ' " : , : : ;. 4 ,spirit moving upon the ■ waters.11 The bird descends with —  or as —  the

' > ' " ■■■- .v.-- , . : • ; 5vital spirit, of air and life, to the Tree of lifes as animating, powere

I. Go G. Jung, Psychology of. the Unconscious, pp. 230-231.
2ov Knight, op. cit., p. 71. ' ; .
3. ibid.:, pp. 99-i30o • y-. ; : ' . ;.' ; : ' •;

-v -;V'- '' " V. ■
5. Goldsmith, op. cit.. pp. 98-99. ' - :
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As the symbol of the Phoenix it. also represents renewal of life* self-- 
eonsumption and rebirtho The birds then# would seem to be a creature 
of the "upper register" of the fertility.picture; Fires Airs Spirits 
But it is not so simple as all that. For the Albatross iS an aquatic 
bird, and aquatic birds are likely to be emblems not merely of the air 
but simultaneously of the -mterso To further complicate the picture, 
there, are on the one hand the griffins and harpies, on the other hand 
such "little birds" as Mimi, who frequently encourage the hero on his
ouimrd^dotmward wandering and transmit to him secret helpful informa-
' 3 - . : -
tiono . - ' ■ '■■ ■ ;' ;; ': ;■ ■ ■'' . ■

Most tangled of all, appropriately, is the problem of the water- 
snakess the serpent symbol. To modern readers the snake-image has be
come chiefly one of menace or at least repulsion. In the past, too, it 
has been a symbol of destruction, of devouring evil3 but this has been 
only one, and the lesb prominent, meaning. For while the bird descends
to the Tree of life, the serpent already is there, coiled about its roots
: ' ... ■ ' ^ ■ -. ': . ■ • ' - - ■ - . . nourishing it from below. Its property of sloughing off its dead skin
becomes the mythical equivalent of the power of eternally a chieving re-
birth. As the serpent with its tail in its mouth it is the symbol of
living wholeness and immortality. Perhaps a way in which these opposing
aspects of the serpent, the all-good and the all-evil, may be reconciled

la Ho S. Redgrove, Bygone Beliefs, pp. 40-41»
2. Knight, op. cit„, p. 142. - ■
3= Goldsmith, op. cit.9 p. 133»
4? Ibid., pp. 98-99o 
5a Knight, op.' cit., pp.-.13-14.



is suggested by a modern psychoanalyst1s discovery that behind the neu
rotic fear of vbrmin (vermis - worm) lies often the unconscious fantasy 

1 '■ . ' . . 2 
of pregnancy. Like the snake-enwreathed Siva- and Kalis the creative
power of the universe is a, potentially terrible and destructive forces 
whichj while it partakes of the light (heat)s must partake also of the 
humid all-swallowing darkness; and as man moves toward the light of men- 
tal clarity he becomes less and less comfortable about this lower half, 
this slime-breeding bed, of the fertility function<>

Let us glance back over the symbols we have considered so far to
see whether their juxtaposition within the poem seems to have had any of 
that automatic "moulding" effect that is essential to their final inter
pretations whether, for example, there by now appears to be any sort of 
common principle linking them, together. Certainly the thing that will 
most have struck the reader is the fact that the deeper we probe into 
each of these .symbols the more we approach, from different angles, a com- 
men core of "value area": fertility-force, the genesis (or re-genesis)
potentiality through the. union of heat-fire-sun-air-bird-spirit with 
; ship-sea-moon-serpent-humidity-darknesso Another peculiarity these sym
bols share is, beneath their multi—levelled significances, a basic ambiva
lence: the benign-generative aspect Over against the malignant-destructive
interfused with the force that nurtures and brings forth is the force that
burns or swallows down. This.darker aspect would appear to lie partly in
the sense of the terrible power of fertility to not only .generate the new 
but also clear away the old; partly in the sense of the destructive poten
tiality of either of the fertility elements unfulfilled by its reverse cor-

v I. Ferenczj. Theory and Technique of Psychoanalysis, p. 36l0



respondent; thus heat without humidity becomes the savage blood-haired 
Seths humidity mmraed and unilimninated becomes the Gorgon mth gaping 
black mouth and icy petrifying glare, '

With these.things in mind let us turn for a moment to the central 
symbol of the story; ;the Mariner himself . We know now that the figures 
of Gain and Ahasuerus were in the back of Coleridge’s mind: may we for
this reason take them as. the Mariner Ss symbolic meaning? The answer is
that we will obviously have to include them,, but not at all for this rea
son, but only because the poem itself demands we do so. Indeed the fact 
that most of the few critics who have got so far as these figures have 
stopped with them is clear evidence of the inadequacy of the personal ap
proach. For if our study of the poem’s symbols indicates anything, it is 
that the puena talionis aspect of the story is merely its skin, merely 
serves the1 purpose of a deeper drama of fertility, and our conception of 
its hero must be correspondingly expanded. The figure of the mythical 
hero is no more simple than is.the path:of his heroism easy. For in order 
to attain his heroism —  to become unspecific, universal, perfected man —  
he must first die as individual man. Always, then, the hero must make his
descent through the dark night of the soul, in order "...to return then to
' . ' :■ . ‘ _ : ■ . . \ . : ■ 1 
us, transfigured, and teach the lesson he has learned of life renewed."
■ The call to adventure is both outward and downward, into the dark matrix
of extinction and renewal; Christ on the cross and in the tomb, Joseph 
in the pit and the land of Egypt, Buddha beneath the Bo Tree, Jonah in the 
whale, Gilgamesh, Chidher, Orpheus, Attis, Adonis, Dionysus —  the list is 
endless. But the way down is not an inviting highroad. In his remarkable 
study Joseph Campbell has classified certain general steps in the descent:

1. Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, pp. 19-21.



■the Call to Adventure is followed by Refusal of the Call, either wanton 
denial or instinctive recoil from the repulsive,, usually reptilian 
"chthonic animal” guarding the entrance; Supernatural Aid, usually the 
Cosmic Mother, enters at this point as the benign power of destiny, by 
which the hero, with ‘ the sens e of'being: carried by at the same time he
participates in his fate, is borne almost unaware over the First Thresh-

■V -; ‘ .. ' ■ ■ : ■" - . '■ . . " 1 . ' ' old to his Ultimate Boon in the Womb of Redemption0 Thus while the
Mariner certainly is a 11 scapegoat" figure in the sense of Cain and the
J e w t h e  wanton brother-slayer Call-refuser aspect of Everyman is
he not also a scapegoat in a deeper sense; that of the "Divine Man,"
the descending king or god, who takes upon himself the sufferings and
sins of the people, to carry them with him down into the cleansing fluid 

• . - • 2 ■■■ 
darkness, the eternally renewing womb? Must we not find in the Mariner,
then, not only the blood-stained Cain but also, and including the other,
the blood-stained Christ? —  And further figures as well, of which one
may be Jung’s archetypal figure of unconscious fantasy, the "pointer of

' v: 7'//  ̂\ , 3 ; ■. .
the ways" to -the psyche groping its way into its own shadow land0

Is there some sort of pattern of meaning that seems to vaguely take
shape out of all this welter of forms and criss-crossing of guide posts?
"Pattern" is much too strong a word, but let us briefly trace the course
of some of the more obvious possible linkages. In a ship that encups the
vital essence of Everyman, that constitutes an instrument of adventure
both horizonward and bottomward, the Mariner-hero is driven by the creative-

1, Ibid,, passim whole book,
2, Frazer, op, cit., pp, 576-579° Also Geza Roheim, Animism, Magic, 

and the Divine King, pp, 311-380,
3o Jung; The Integration of the Personality, p, 86,



destructive Stora-Blast (destructive of the olds creative of the new) 
over a path that is simuitaneously his path3 his treasure trove,, his 
tomb) and his womb of renewals :At the turning point of the pole appears 
an aquatic bif d 3 a figure of reconcilement between the two great - Mutually 
essential fertility principles3 which guides them through the narrow pas
sage over lAat'might be called the threshold of the thresholdj sitting in 
the whiteness of the Moon,,, another intermediary symbol., Miat follows,.’
; obviously, is the drama , of expiation; but it is also something more im
portant, in connexion with which it might be remembered that fertility 
rites appear sometimes to have involved sacrifice by fires the victim, . 
like the Phoenix, becoming embodiment, as well as fruit of the marriage 
between heat and humidity, and the descent into darkness taking the form 
of an excess of light 0 Next comes a second, call, harsher and more Urgent, 
the real threshold now, made the more terrible: by the guilt of the first 
refusal, before which the hero-victim is held face to face, in the merci
less, grip of the burning Seth-sun and the slimy maw of the Gorgon-sea? 
the destructive aspects of the unsynthesised fertility-principles; out 
of the slime rise thd chthonic figures of the water-snakes, encircling 

. the captive ship in a band of horror, which is at the same time however 
a different sort of.band, as yet unrecognised by the hero —  the serpent 
coiled about the roots of the Tree of Life, the protective and healing 
serpent encountered in neurotic fantasy and always constituting a favour- 
able. Sigi, the serpent of circular, ■ self-renewing idioleness. With the 
Supernatural Aid of the Moon-Mother the Mariner perceives this other as- 

. pect of the snakes ("0 happy living things!") and instinctively reconciled 
to them, unconsciously identifying himself with them, is in this sense

1« Cf o Jung, The Integration of the Personality, pp» 107 and 152?



actually absorbed by. them and the slime of which they are born, descends 
unaware into the dark regenerative womb,- Of course the picture is really 
far more, complicated s. to some extent in the poem the Threshold is also 
the descents and the crossing becomes also the early stage of rebirthj 
yet even here it is not accomplished at ohoe, for penance more, and prepa
ration more, must be done before the Mariner? a bearded cucullatus, float
ing on the harbour waves like the newborn Diohysus-Apollo-Zeus-Maui-Vishnu- . 
Anadyomene. is picked up by the shriving Hermit and returned to his fellow 
men5 transfigured^ to ..teach the lesson he has learned Of life renewed®ri 

It may be felt that the above is about as objectionably neat and pat 
as any of the interpretations that have been found fault with; and if it 
had been advanced as an interpretation -- rather than simply as an indica
tion of the way in which the symbol-values we have touched on might adjust 
and weave themselves toward a coherent pattern of meaning —  this writer 
would entirely agree. There is no question that the full-scale study which 
this paper merely outlines would find it both inadequate and inaccurate; at 
the, same time,, if the method. proposed is as sound a one as has been suggested, 
the probability is that even this tentative result would be shown to possess, 
also; a Certain core of soundness. • But rather than argue the as yet unanswer
able question of how much, let us turn back for just another moment to the 
matter of the specific symbols. Much has been said about the vividness of 
colour in The Ancient Mariner. Now colours, we are beginning to realise, 
may have symbolic value. Recent research into forgotten alchemical secrets 
has shed light on the nature of the quaternity symbol; the emblem (like the 
Oriental mandalu) of magical synthesis, totality of the four comers of the 
universe, productive fusion of opposites. The alchemical quaternity was ex
pressed by ancient painters through four colours2 red, black, yellow, arid



white —  which tend to be converted by the modern mind, respectively, into
' 1 'red., blue, gold, and green» How let us look at the climactic section of

the poemt ^ .
About, about, in reel and rout 
. The death fires danced at night|

• The water, like a witch's oils, _
Burnt green, and blue, and whitec

Green-white, blue (black), the yellow (gold) of the death fires=
One colour is missing. But we do not need to go far to find it. Glancing
back four stanzas we .find the lines? .. ...... ; " '
■ ■ . All in a hot and copper s%, o

The bloody Sun, at noon0 ,, <r
• ■ i :. Of course this certainly could be a coincidence, In any ease it is
not a very good quatemity? the red Sun is four stanzas away from the
Witch‘s oils, it is in the sky instead of the water, and it shines by day
while the waters burn by night. Now let us move on a little, to a moment
still more climactic, the famous "turning point" description of the water-
' snakeso * ' - . -

Blue, glossy green, and velvet black.
They coiled and swam* and every track '

. . Was a flash of golden fire0̂  . •
. : The same three colours as the witch!s oils, but it should be noted

that here the emphasis is on blue-black, the colours of the unconscious,
rather than bn the green-white of the conscious intellect; also that again
red is.missing, and again.is to be found a little earlier, only two stanzas

I, JungV The Integration of the Personality, p„ 4S,
20 S, To Coleridge9 "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," The Portable

Coleridge, p, B6, 11, 127-130o



away nowj again̂  too9 not merely one of the four but also constituting 
the background5, the dominant,, the overarching.

But where the ship’s huge shadow lay.
The charmed water burnt alway 

: A still and awful red, 1 - .
A significant change, however, has come about in the location of 

red; it is no longer, in the hot sky but now in the. water with the others, 
the charmed; Water of the charmed serpent-cirele. about the base of the 
planted ship. Red as the colour of anger, of 'the blood-haired Seth, the 
smaller Sun ("no bigger than the Moon"), the arid Sun unsynthesised with 
the humidity below, has shifted to another red, the red of birth, of fe
cund union between above and below, of the seven-staged illuminatio 
("Seven days, seven n i g h t s i o f  perfected quaternity, —  And it is 
precisely at this moment that the; Marnher's redemption begins.

But might not this, merely one repetition, be another coincidence?
It might, and so might, a third and fourth. Again the reader is asked to 
■ remember that.the above paragraphs are not offered as interpretations to 
do so at this point, on the basis of necessarily incomplete study, would • 
be to do exactly what has been argued against through a considerable por
tion of this paper. The proper study of symbols must be undertaken as a 
major expedition, not as an incidental foray» .lhat has been attempted in 
this section -~= perhaps unwisely — has been merely to give in brief an 
illustration of the method. that has been recommended as' most likely to meet 
the requirements, both positive and negative, set forth in the preceding 
section, and to yield the most fruitful results in future study not only 
of The Ancient Mariner but of all symbolistic literatureV /



Chapter VII 
CONCLUSION

It has been the purpose of this paper to study the problem of sym
bolic content in The Ancient Mariner in an effort> not to arrive at a 
solution of this immediate problem^ but to formulate the method by which 
in future studies this solution/ and solutions to analogous problems of 
symbolistic interpretation, might be most soundly and profitably ap
proached. To this end, after making a distinction between allegorical 
or equations! meaning and symbolic or value-area meaning, we have covered 
in a broad survey (in so far as availability of material has permitted) 
the whole body of critical writing on this subject Since the first appear
ance of the poem. It has been seen that the earlier and longer period is 
one of comparative sterility so far as critical attention to the matter 
is concerned, while the more recent and far shorter period - since the 
close of the first world war —  has been one of increasing interest and 
productivity.

Appraisal and analysis of this critical writing as a whole have 
disclosed certain major weaknesses, the potentially remediable ones of 
which have been reduced to preoccupation with the poet as person (either 
emotional or intellectual) and arbitrariness of interpretation| also cer
tain major accomplishments, primarily the benefits of psychoanalytic under
standing and the discipline of literary scholarship. As a method of study 
that would avoid these weaknesses and extend these accomplishments, the 
following has been proposed: that the problem of symbolistic interpretation



cannot be validly approached from "above," through a consideration of 
what the artist, in his personal-conscious or personal-unconscious mind, 
may or may not have intendedj but must be approached from "below,0 
through the impersonal, universal unconscious out of which all symbols, 
dr archetypal images and patterns, have risen. It has been pointed out, 
however, that to attempt such a subterranean approach on the basis of 
intuition alone is no less unreliable, and no less personal, than the 
approach through the poet's intentions for the poet-as-individual has 
been substituted the eritic-as-individual„ It has been held that symbolic 
meanings must be approached as "eternal meanings," recurring throughout 
world mythologies, fantasies, dreams', and creative expressions| and that 
the systematic and detailed study of all such sources dealing with perti
nent imagistic value-constants must precede any solid attempt at symbolis
tic interpretation in literature0 t '

Such a method, it has been shown, would in every way meet the speci
fied requirements«. It would extend the benefits of the psychoanalytic 
influence by enormously expanding the concept of the unconscious. well- 
source of imagery. It would take vastly more advantage of the technique 
of literary scholarship by turning its investigatory searchlight from the 
limited field of personal and ideational biography to the boundless and ‘ 
as yet largely unexploited realms of myth and legend, fantasy and dream. 
The very, concentration upon the impersonal unconscious wOuld necessarily 
rule out the approach through the poet's personal psyche| while the appli
cation of scholarly discipline to the study of unconscious products would 
rule out the shortcoming of arbitrary guesswork, and would at the same 
time effect an interfusion of the psychoanalytical and the scholarly as
pects, ; . _ ' • - ; ' ' . :



Finallys a brief illustration has been given of this method in ■ 
operation,,, designed not as an interpretation, but merely as an indication 
of the immense potentialities of the method itself o It is possible that 
if the general direction of meaning pointed to by this illustrative analy
sis were to be supported by further study, we would have one explanation 
of the hold. The Ancient:Mariner has exercised on the imagination of a cen
tury and a half of' readers i. in the fact that its central meaning is so 
directly' and poignantly a variation on the central theme of world myth, 
on man's age-old struggle to come to terms with the phenomenon, observable 
in himself, and his society, and his natural world, of alternating life and 
death, to find not only dying implicit in living, but also re-living im- 
plicit in dying, and to thus achieve at least within his own mind a species 
of immortality. It is also possible that our illustration will serve to 
give an idea of the difficulties involved t pioneer students of literary 
symbolism along such lines must themselves practice a sort of "thalassic 
regression,11 must go: down through swallowing darkness to a tangled sea--" 
bottom, attended with the same .discouragements and temptations that have 
been eternally the lot of questers into the unfamiliar. Perhaps the most 
discouraging feature will be that there will be difficulty not only in 
finding the treasure but even in recognising it s there will be no well- 
defined ring or pearl, no rounded answer even to the smallest area of in
quiry. It is of the essence of the symbol that its meaning can always go 
deeper.- But would one, after all, have it otherwise? The basic function 
of artistic criticism, like that of art itself ,, is not to close doors but ,. 
to open them. '' • '
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